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DISTRICT DIARY OF MR. SHOAIB SULTAN KHAN CSP 

FROM 25TH JUNE TO 30TH JUNE, 1956 IN THE DISTRICT OF BAKARGANJ 

 

Monday, June 25, 1956: 

 

In the afternoon went to the ADM office and watched him doing office work which 

consisted of such odd jobs as of signing the passports, perusing through file of 

different nature, pacifying the beggars who were making hell of a noise for rice. 

 

After that we went to the SDO‟s (South) court who was kind enough to explain to us 

certain procedures and ways to deal with third class cases. He also gave us the 

records of two third class cases which had already been decided, just to give us an 

idea of the job we are to do during our stay at Barisal. We attended the SDO‟s court 

also. He dealt with about six or seven complaints in our presence. He took cognizance 

on all complaints except one which he dismissed under S. 203 CPC because it was 

purely of a civil nature i.e. to recover rent. 

 

In the afternoon, three cases were transferred to my court by the ADM:  

 

i) Noor Mohammad Khan v Lehajuddin u/s 323 PPC. As the complainant and accused 

both were absent, hence I discharged the accused under S. 259 PPC. 

 

ii) Abdul Sobhan Jamadar v Hashem Jamadar u/s 323 PPC. In this case I ordered the 

accused to furnish bail of Rs. 200/- and 5.7.1956 was fixed for the prosecution 

witnesses. 

 

iii) Mujaffar Ali Khan v 1) Kasim and 2) Jamal u/s 379 PPC. Accused were ordered to 

furnish bail of Rs. 200 each. 2.7.1956 was fixed for prosecution witnesses. 

 

Afterwards we went and sat in ADM‟s court who took up four appeals in our presence. 

 

The first one was an appeal against an order of conviction u/s 228 PPC. The 

applicant‟s pleader contended that no interruption was caused but the fact that the 

Magistrate warned the Mukhtear not to disturb the court and then the Mukhtear 

wrote out and read in open court a petition when the Magistrate was busy in doing 

some other case, does prove that the Mukhtear did disturb the court. I think the 

conviction was right. 

 

Another application was against conviction u/s 379 PPC. Another interesting one was 

against conviction for trespass. The applicant‟s contended that the whole case was a 

fabrication and in fact lawful possession was given to them by the court orderly who 

came to execute a decree of dispossessing the complainant from the house in 

question. I think the court orderly didn‟t give possession to the applicant because the 
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complainant took the plea that the house belonged to her and not to her husband 

against whom the decree was. Later on the applicant took possession by force. To me 

the sentence passed by the lower court seemed quite justified. 

 

In the evening we went to check the cinema house. Everything was in order in the two 

picture houses which we saw except that a lot of attention is required towards the 

sanitation of these places. 

 

Tuesday June 26, 1956: 

 

Attended the ADM‟s office for sometime who asked us to write judgments on some 

cases pending before him for the sake of practice. I wrote judgment on one case which 

was an appeal against conviction under S. 228 PPC read with S. 480 CPC. I have 

already discussed the case in brief in my yesterday‟s diary. My conclusion was that 

the Mukhtear did commit an offence under S. 228 PPC because he read out a petition 

in the open court when the Magistrate was busy in dealing with another case. This 

was done despite previous warnings to the Mukhtear by the Magistrate not to disturb 

the court. 

 

I received another case on transfer in my court from the ADM. In this case there were 

three accused and the complainant had lodged a complaint under Sections 323 and 

447 of the PPC. I fixed 12.6.1956 for the appearance of prosecution witnesses (PWs). 

 

Later on we attended the ADM‟s court who heard an appeal against conviction under 

s.379. To me the case appeared more of a civil nature because the defence did not 

deny the cutting of the paddy crop but contended that the plot from which they cut 

the paddy did not belong to the complainant. Hence the court was left to decide 

whether the plot in question belonged to the complainant or not, which in other words 

means a decision about question of title. 

 

Wednesday, June 27, 1956: 

 

Attended ADM‟s office. Later wrote judgment in the appeal case which we heard in 

ADM‟s court. I have already enumerated the facts of the case in my yesterday‟s diary. 

On perusing through the whole record of the case, I found that only one question was 

to be decided that is whether the disputed plot of land (more than 1/3 share of Plot 

No. 374) was in lawful possession of the complainant or not. The defence pleaded that 

the plot in question was in possession of Sikander DW1. But Sikander himself admits 

that  he did not get possession of the land. Then it is clear that the paddy was grown 

by complainant himself or the defence story that the accused were the shareholders 

(bargadars) of DW 1 is false. Hence I think that the sentence passed by the lower court 

is correct. 
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For sometime we sat in Additional Collector‟s (Revenue) (ACR) court. He is under 

orders of transfer and is probably leaving tomorrow. 

 

Then we went to attend the Sessions Court. A very interesting and sensational case of 

dacoity with murder was being taken up by the Session Judge. The prosecution story 

was that six or seven dacoits came to a village on two boats (one big and one small) 

and after entering the compound of the house, put a lighted torch  in the centre of the 

courtyard, broke open the house and while the rest of them were ransacking the 

house. Their leader got hold of a harmonium and began to play on it. The people of the 

adjoining area tried to come for rescue but they were scared away by guns. It is really 

strange that how daring a feat it was. The main cause is bad communications. The 

dacoits were cocksure that no custodian of law and order can possibly reach them. 

 

Now after ransacking the house, the dacoits went again to their boats and started 

rowing back. Their leader started playing on the flute. In the meantime some persons 

of another village hearing the news of dacoity, came out on the bank of the canal 

(khal) and when the boats of the dacoits passed by them, they shouted at the dacoits 

to stop. At this the dacoits came near that bank on which these people were standing 

and shot one person dead. 

 

Quite a long time afterwards, two of these dacoits were arrested and on the basis of 

their judicial confessions, rest of the dacoits were also arrested. 

 

At this stage, the court rose for the day. As no case was transferred to my court today, 

hence I attended the sessions court. 

 

Thursday, June 28, 1956: 

 

As the ACR is under transfer, hence he was very busy in handing over charge, 

therefore, we went to the Certificate Department. Mr. Rab who is incharge of this 

department, is also the treasury Officer and House Rent Control Officer for Sadar. 

Obviously he seems to be quite overworked. 

 

In the Certificate Office, the Head Clerk showed us the different registers which they 

keep there. Certificate is issued for recovery of all public dues excluding land revenue. 

The term “public dues” requires a bit of clarification because certificates are issued for 

recovery of rents, as well, from tenants by Zamindars. This is known as the Garnishee 

Procedure. The procedure adopted in civil court is cumbersome and lengthy hence the 

government helps the Zamindars in recovering rent through this easy and quick 

procedure. This does not affect the Zamindar‟s liability to pay land revenue even if he 

is not able to recover rent from the tenant through the Garnishee Procedure. 
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A register is maintained by the certificate holder known as Register IX which includes 

such items as the nature of claim, name and address of the defaulter, amount due, 

date on which requisition made, date on which objections made, date of the disposal of 

petition, date of return of petition, date of final disposal of certificate and so on. 

 

Requisitions for a certificate mostly come from Collector (excluding land revenue) 

Income-tax Officer, Agricultural Income-tax and so on. The Certificate Department has 

nothing to do with Register No. IX. They maintain a register No. X in which the 

Certificate Clerk enters the requisition for a certificate. 

 

In the afternoon, a case u/s 379 PPC was transferred to my court – Nur Mohammad 

Mulla v Hatim and Shafizuddin. The accused were to furnish bail of Rs. 200/- each. I 

fixed 14.7.1956 for PWs. 

 

After attending the court, we went to attend the Certificate Officer‟s Court. He took up 

three cases before us. In most of the other cases, the order was written by some 

subordinate which was signed by the CO. He told us that every year, there are about 

25,000 certificate cases, hence it is not humanly possible for him to write judgment 

personally in each case. He only takes up important cases. In one case, the certificate 

debtor denied having anything to do with the property in question; hence a 

proclamation of sale of the said property was ordered by the CO. In the second case, 

the writ of proclamation has been issued with regard to a property. The petitioner 

objected on the ground that this property did not belong to the certificate debtor, it 

belonged to him. CO ordered for inquiry into the matter. In the third case, a Zamindar 

has involved the aid of the certificate procedure to recover his rent. The facts of the 

case were that the Zamindar gave a lease of three years for the right of fishery in a 

pond to a person in lieu of some annual rent. The tenant gave him rent only for one 

year, hence the Zamindar wanted to recover rent for the two remaining years. The CD 

objected on the ground that he had surrendered the right of fishery in the pond after 

one year and this surrender was accepted by the CH. As the CD‟s Mukhtear was 

prepared to submit an affidavit, hence the CO ordered for the stay of distress warrant 

and fixed another date for the other party to appear. 

 

Friday, June 29, 1956: 

 

This morning again we went to the certificate department accompanied with the CO. 

Today we saw some other registers maintained by the CO. Actually the procedure 

adopted by the certificate department is something like this: as soon as they receive a 

requisition for issue of certificate, they attach the CD‟s property after issuing the 

certificate and ask him to pay the amount. If he doesn‟t pay and also does not show 

any cause within thirty days as to why he is not liable for payment of the amount, 

then a distress warrant is issued. If DW also fails, then his property is put up for sale. 

Register XIX B is maintained for sale cases: it consists of items like the names of CH 
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&CDs, amount of demand, description and location of property, name and residence of 

auction purchaser, issue of certificate etc. etc. Register XI is for process of 

proclamations, DWs etc. It contains items like number and date of case to which 

process issued, character of process, date of issue, date when returned and so on. All 

the expenses incurred in this respect are paid by the certificate holder (CH), hence 

Register 58 of court fees is also maintained which mentions the amount paid by CH. 

 

Besides these registers, we read the file of a Garnishee Case. In this case a requisition 

for issue of certificate was requested by the defaulting Zamindar to the Collector of 

Bakarganj where the Zamindar owed Rs. 8,024-8-3 as land revenue. He contended 

that there was Rs. 22,000 due on his tenants. The Collector asked for the issue of a 

certificate as CH and only amount equal to the land revenue due was realized from the 

tenants through the Garnishee Procedure as debt of the CH. In Garnishee cases 

although the certificate departments issues processes against all the defaulting 

tenants but it drops all other cases as soon as the amount due to CH is realized. This I 

think leaves a lot of ground for corruption. It will be better, I think if a proportion is 

realized from all the tenants according to the ratio of rent due on them. 

 

Saturday, June 30, 1956: 

 

In the morning, went to the Certificate Office to see the working of the department. 

Anis has gone on tour to Patwakhali today, hence I went alone to the office. The total 

number of certificate cases filed during the year (31.3.1955 to 31.3.1956) was 19,832 

and 14,366 cases were pending at the beginning of the year, thus the total number of 

cases for disposal was 34,188, out of which only 17,350 cases were disposed off, 

leaving a huge arrear of about 17,000 cases. The percentage of disposal of cases is 

11% less than last year‟s which was 61.05% as against 50.7% of this year. 

 

I don‟t know what actually is the reason for this degeneration, may be it is because the 

government suspended the certificate procedure for sometime or because of the 

economic depression. But the main reason, I think, is the slackness on part of the 

clerical staff. The first day when I went to the certificate office, I found the clerks doing 

nothing except chatting and inspite of the Head Clerk‟s admonition, they paid little 

heed to the work. This is why I made it a point today to go to each clerk‟s table and see 

what work he is doing. I saw on a file an order written on 25th but was not signed by 

the GO as yet, probably because he doesn‟t get enough time. He has also to prepare 

the duties of Treasury Officer or House Rent Controller. 

 

The nature of cases for which certificates are issued, are as follows: 

 

1) „R‟ cases i.e. Certificate issued to realize the balance of Tauzi dues, which has 

been purchased by government at Re. 1/-; 

2) „C‟ cases i.e. Road and Education cesses; 
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3) „A‟ cases i.e. Additional cess 

4) „M‟ cases i.e. Income tax; agricultural income tax, ordinance, finance, fines, 

part item costs, central excise and Bengal Excise; 

5) „DSB‟ cases i.e. Instalments granted by DS Boards; 

6) „CB‟ cases i.e. Cooperative Bank; 

7) „DB‟ cases i.e. District Board; 

8) „DD‟‟ cases i.e. Draft requisitions received from other districts; 

9) „Liq” cases i.e. Liquidation; 

10) „Hut‟ cases i.e. Cess imposed on huts; 

11) „Garnishee‟ cases i.e. Realisation of rent for payment of land revenue. 

 

In the afternoon, went to the Certificate Officer‟s Court. He took up four cases in my 

presence. The first one was an application by an auction purchaser requesting the 

court to issue a notice to the CDs not to meddle with the property. As 60 days had not 

passed since the sale, hence it was not absolute. The court accepted the request. 

 

Another application was for setting aside sale. The facts of the case were that property 

was sold on 10.2.1952. After sixty days, it became absolute. Now on 11.10.1955, the 

CD brought an application for setting aside sale on the ground that no notice was 

served on him under the provisions of S.7 of the Certificate Manual, hence the sale 

was void ab initio. The record of the case showed clearly that no notice was served. 

Then during these three years, the AP didn‟t take possession of the house. The CD 

alleges that he didn‟t get any information of sale until October 1955 when he came to 

know of it through a Jamadar who was produced in evidence. The opposite party 

didn‟t appear inspite of the service of notice on them. The CO exercising his power 

under the provisions of S. 23 ordered for setting aside sale and for payment of Rs. 

1,000 for which property was sold, within a month. 

 

In the next case, the applicant was a Jamadar and as he did not pay the amount due 

to certificate holder, hence proceedings were started against him under S. 406 PPC. 

Now he wanted this court to give him time for paying the required amount as well as 

to send a notice to the criminal court to stop criminal proceedings against him. The 

court allowed him time. The court had no authority to stop the criminal case  hence  a 

copy of the order was given to him. Usually the criminal courts adjourn hearing in 

such cases if the order of the CO giving time to the applicant is shown to them. 

 

In the next case, the CD denied his liability to pay and contended that it was a wrong 

order to attach his property who had nothing to do with the CR. The sale order was 

stayed and 20.7.1956 was fixed for parties to appear. 

 

 

 

         Shoaib Sultan 
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Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate Bakarganj. 

SHOAIB SULTAN, CSP 

(Probationer), Barisal 
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DISTRICT DIARY OF MR. SHOAIB SULTAN KHAN CSP 

FROM 2ND JULY TO 7TH, 1956 IN THE DISTRICT OF BAKARGANJ 

 

Monday, July2, 1956: 

In the morning we accompanied the DM to the treasury. The DM is required to inspect 

the treasury and check the cash physically once a month. So far as cash goes, there 

are two sections in the treasury; i) Currency Chest and ii) Treasury Cash. Every 

government treasury is allowed to keep a certain maximum amount in its treasury 

cash, the rest is to be deposited in the Currency Chest. Barisal Treasury is allowed to 

keep only Rs. 175,000 in the treasury cash. It can draw the money from currency 

chest in case of necessity but this transaction must immediately be reported to the 

State Bank under whom the currency chest remains. All the sub-treasuries send daily 

account to the Sadar Treasury which forwards them to government in a consolidated 

form. 

 

As for the checking of the cash, the DM is supposed to count all hundred rupee notes 

and ten to fifteen percent of each of the rest of the notes to satisfy himself. On 28th 

July 1956, the following amount of cash was present in the Treasury: 

 

Denomination  Currency Chest  Value 

 

100 rupee notes  55,600 

10 rupee notes  1,382,000 

5 rupee notes     736,000 

1 rupee notes  2,412,000 

Nickle whole rupee     168,000   Rs. 25,640,000 

 

 

    Treasury 

 

100 rupee notes         98 

10 rupee notes  10,310 

5 rupee notes  10,520 

2 rupee note          36 

1 rupee note     4,035 

Coins      1,500 

Afterwards we went to the Nazaret and first of all we perused through the different 

registers kept there. 

 

Register 26 contains copies of the Inspection Reports of officers visiting the Nazaret. 

Its utility is quite obvious i.e. for future guidelines. It is quite an interesting document. 
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The Nazaret Deputy Collector didn‟t inspect the Nazaret between 1952 and 1956. It 

was only on 10.4.1956 that the NDC inspected after four years. The Commissioner‟s 

inspection report of 16.7.1954 points out in detail the defects and shortcomings in 

Barisal Nazaret. 

 

Register 30. This is a register of Peons and Orderlies both permanent and temporary. 

It also contains the names of the Process Servers – their names are written in a second 

register. The register contains items like the name of the peon etc., place of abode, 

dates of appointment, salaries. There are 23 permanent orderlies and 19 temporary, 9 

permanent peons and 23 temporary, 31 p. a .m. process service and 18 temporary. 

The pay scale is 25-1/2-30 plus Rs. 26 DA. The process savers get five rupees more. 

They also get TA at -/1/6 per mile to a maximum of Rs. 2/4/- daily. 

 

Register 43. Processes Register which contains heads like order from which process 

issued, number of year of case and its class, nature of process and number of 

duplicates accompanying the original and so on. 

 

Register 43A of DWs and AWs. Mostly DWS and AWs are received from the certificate 

department. 

 

Register 44.Occupation of Peons. This shows the record of work done by the Peons. 

 

Register 94 is the Carbon Receipt Book, which is given to the treasury for money 

received on behalf of DM and other departments reg. TA bills, pay bills of ministerial 

staff etc. This receipt is issued at the end of the day for the total amount drawn that 

day. It shows only the consolidated figure. The details of bills are shown in the 

passbook maintained by Nazaret and each item is verified by the treasury. It is daily 

checked and verified by the NDC and once in a month by the ADM. Two pass books 

are maintained i) for the head 25 GA and ii) for others. 

 

Register 9: It is the remittance register. 

 

Register 98 It is the Stock Register of furniture etc. 

 

Register 99: It is of saleable forms such as service books, notification of sale form, 

application form for copies of maps etc. 

 

Register 11: It is maintained at Rev. Munshikhana for foreign processes. These 

processes are sent by post to the district or sub-division concerned for service. 

 

In the afternoon,  case u/s S.504 was transferred to my court. I ordered the accused 

to furnish bail of Rs. 100/- and fixed 16.7.1956 for PWs. The complainant in the case 
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Mujaffar Ali Khan v Karim and Januyal u/s 379 presented a petition for time because 

his place is 60 miles away. I allowed him time and fixed 23.7.1956 for PWs. 

 

Tuesday, July 3, 1956: 

 

Went to the Nazaret this morning. One of the most important duties of the Nazaret is 

to receive bills from different departments for collection of money on their behalf from 

the Treasury. The procedure followed in this respect is that the bill received from the 

department concerned, is first entered in the Pass-book. The Nazir puts his seal on the 

bill and sends it along with the passbook to the treasury, who verifies the amount in 

the passbooks and makes payment of the net demand and also notes down the gross 

demand in red ink in the Nazir‟s passbook. The amount received is noted in the 

acquittance roll for disbursement. After actual payment, the amount is noted in the 

cash book. This is daily checked by the NDC and is in fact the most important of his 

duties. We spent some three hours in the morning checking the cash book after 

tallying it with acquittance rolls of different departments. There are about fifty heads 

under which the Nazaret receives money for disbursement. For each head a separate 

acquittance roll is maintained. Some Rs. 42,000 were drawn from treasury on 

2.7.1956 under 25 GA for disbursement to the collectorate staff. 

 

No case was transferred to my court today. 

 

Wednesday, July 4, 1956: 

 

This morning again we went to the Nazaret and checked the cash. Today I did the 

checking, yesterday it was done by Anis. I have already explained the procedure at 

length in my diary of the 3rd July. It is quite an intricate and cumbersome procedure 

and takes a lot of time, but it can‟t be helped. Money transactions must be checked 

thoroughly. 

 

In the afternoon, a case under S. 379 was transferred to my court Chand Khan v 

Abdul Ghaffar. I ordered the accused to furnish bail of Rs. 200/- and fixed 17.7.1956 

for PWs. 

 

Thursday, July 5, 1956: 

 

Today again we went to the Nazaret and saw the working of different sections such as 

the Launch Section etc. The maintenance of launches is indeed a very costly affair. 

The four launches at Bakarganj cost some 2 lacs of rupees to the State exchequer. We 

also went to the tables of different clerks to see the working of the department 

ourselves. 
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In the case Abdul Sobhan Jamadar vs Hashim Jamadar u/s 379, the complainant 

through his counsel presented a petition for time on grounds a) that the summons has 

not been served on all PWs as yet; and b) there was talk of comprise. I accepted the 

petition and fixed 23.7.1956 for PWs. 

 

Friday, July 6, 1956: 

 

Today again we went to the Nazaret and saw the remaining sections such as the 

Processes Section. Besides sending processes through peons for service, the Nazaret 

sends foreign processes by post through the Revenue Munshikhana, who maintains 

Register 11A for the same. Some processes are also sent to the Presidents, Union 

Boards (UBs) for service. For this purpose, the Process Section of the Nazaret 

maintains one register for each thana which contains the names of all the UBs in the 

thana concerned. 

 

It being Friday, no case came up for hearing today. 

 

Saturday, July 7, 1956: 

 

Today the DM took us round the Khasmahal Office and explained to us in brief about 

the said department. 

 

Khasmahal Office deals with the lands owned by government itself excluding lands 

acquired under State Acquisition Act. There are four main sources of the Khashmahal 

land: 

 

1) Formation of new Chars (islands) 

2) Estates purchased by government – sold for arrears 

3) Reclamation 

4) Land losses and accretions. 

 

The Khasmahal land is divided into different circles in a district and is put under K.M. 

Circle Officers. Bakarganj district is divided into three circles. The circles in their turn 

are divided into tehsils with the Tehsildar as its head. Thus at the top of the hierarchy 

is the Board of Revenue with the Commissioner, the Collector, the Additional Collector 

(Revenue), the Khasmahal Officer, the K.M. Circle Officer and the Tehsildar below it. 

The KMO and KMCOs are assisted by managers and surveyors in survey and 

settlement of lands. In Barisal, there is a post of Sub-overseer as well to look after the 

improvements etc., undertaken by the department. 

 

The new Chars thrown up in navigable rivers generally become fit for grazing purposes 

in two or three years when it is leased to the highest bidder. Later when it becomes fit 

for crop cultivation to some extent, it is first settled annually with the highest bidder. 
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Summary  Settlement. The third stage is when the land becomes fit for crop 

cultivation and a revenue settlement is carried out. 

 

Settlement of tenants is carried out according to a priority last issued by the Board of 

Revenue. K.M. diluviated tenants get the top priority, then the military personnel, then 

the landless and so on. 

 

The existing rate of rent in this district is Rs. 6/4/- per acre. The main sources of 

collection are a) Hat Collection; b) Sarait Mahals like hats, fisheries etc.; c) Summary 

Settlement an d) Garkati (when the chars is only fit for grazing purposes) Settlement. 

The total current demand of Khasmahal land is about ten lacs now. This demand is 

going down year by year as a result of the wholesale acquisitions under S.A. Act. Thus 

the bulk of K.M. demand has now passed on to the State Acquisition Department. 

 

To expedite the collection of arrears of rent, the K.M. G.Os are normally vested with 

certificate powers. I have already explained the certificate procedure earlier – to realize 

the arrears under PDR Act. 

 

Today a case u/s 323 Abdul Haq Hawaldar vs Abdul Hakim Hawaldar was transferred 

to my court. I ordered the accused to furnish bail of Rs. 200/- and fixed 14.7.1956 for 

PWs. 

 

         Shoaib Sultan 

 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy,Lahore through the District 

Magistrate Bakarganj. 

 

SHOAIB SULTAN, CSP 

(Probationer), Barisal 
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DISTRICT DIARY OF MR. SHOAIB SULTAN KHAN CSP 

FROM 9TH TO 14TH JULY, 1956 IN THE DISTRICT OF BAKARGANJ 

 

Monday, July 9, 1956: 

 

Today again we went to the Khasmahal Office to see the working of that department. 

The two important registers maintained at the KM office are Register No. 32 relating to 

government estates and Register No. 22 relating to temporary settled private estates. 

More important than these two registers are the Tauzi Demand Register and the 

Register of Abatement and Remission. Whenever there is to be remission or abatement 

of rent, the proposal is to be made by the Tehsildar, which goes to the KMCO, KMO, 

Collector and finally to the Commissioner for sanction. Besides these Landlord Fee 

Register, Misc. Case Register, Register of Petitions, Inspection Register, Case 

Movement Register, Issue Register, Receipt Register, Index, Register and Stock Book of 

RR and DCR Books are also maintained at the Khasmahal Office. 

We also perused through the registers kept at Khasmahal Circle Office (KMCO). There 

a Tenants Ledger is maintained which shows the demand against each tenant with a 

description of his holding. The KMCO weekly sends a report to the KMO showing the 

collection for the week under report as well as total collection upto that day. The 

collection period in this district is from December to April. Besides rent, the tenants 

have also to pay 9 pies in a rupee as education cess. They also maintain a Cash Book, 

Treasury Challan Register, Register of Misc. Demand, Register of Khas Lands, Register 

of lease for a term of years, Register of Remission and Abatement, Register of Proposal 

for Settlement of Land, Misc. Case Register, Register of petitions sent out for enquiry, 

Case Movement Register, Tauzi Demand Register and Inspection Register. 

A Register of Record of Rights is also maintained, but the machinery here is not so 

elaborate and thorough as in West Pakistan. Here a new jamabandi is not prepared 

every four years to keep the record of rights up todate as is the case there. Mutations 

are sanctioned by the KMCO and necessary corrections are accordingly made in the 

Record of Right, thus here the Mutation Register carries a presumption of correctness 

until rebutted. 

As for the Register of Petitions sent out for enquiry, in most cases I found that enquiry 

report has not reached the presiding officer even more than a year after the 

commencement of proceedings. 

Register VIII of Khas land is kept in four parts according to the following description: 

Part I  Estates and tenures managed direct; 

Part II  Lands of other departments managed by Collector; 

Part III Government estates and tenures thereof lease for friends; and 
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Part IV Estates and tenures without demand e.g. new chars etc. 

Tuesday, July 10, 1956: 

The DM came to see us in the morning and made some useful comments on our 

diaries. He also emphasized the importance of State Acquisition Department to which 

we were going today. He was kind enough to accompany us to the SA Department 

himself and gave necessary instructions to the District Manager regarding our 

training. 

Barisal is the only district where settlement work has been fully completed. The 

obvious reason is that settlement work had started here as early as 1943. This is why 

Patuakhali and Perojpur Sub-divisions have been fully acquired under the provisions 

of EBSAT Act. Under Chapter II of the EBSAT Act, estates with a jama of over Rs. 

50,000 were to be acquired with immediate effect because necessary records in 

connection with those estates were already present. S. 101 BTA makes a provision to 

that effect. In Bakarganj district, 54 such estates were acquired with a demand of Rs. 

2,849,786. As Perojpur and Patuakhali have now been fully acquired under Chapter V 

of the EBSATA hence this demand has now gone down to Rs. 1,253,472. The demand 

in Patuakhali Sub-division is Rs. 4,393,406 and in Perojpur Rs. 2,300,072/-. 

According to the previous year‟s figures, the %age of collection was 48% of the demand 

on estates acquired under Ch. II and 90% of the demand on estates acquired under 

Ch. V of the EBSATA. The obvious reason for low collection as regards Ch. II estates is 

that the intermediate rent receivers know that there interests are going to be abolished 

hence they are holding back money. The work of further acquiring the estates is now 

at a standstill to some extent because of delay in settlement and mainly because of the 

case challenging the validity of the EBSATA pending before the Dacca High Court. 

The hierarchy envisaged for the SA department is described in detail in the SA 

Manual. The Commissioner of State Purchase (now Board) is to be at the top with 

Divisional Commissioner, Collector, Additional Collector and District Manager below 

him. At the district level, the District Manager is to be assisted by a Deputy Manager, 

Assistant Managers (AM) in circles will be assisted by Circle Inspectors, Tehsildars and 

Surveyors. In Patuakhali Sub-division, there are 8 Assistant Managers for 8 thanas 

while in Perojpur Sub-division, there are 9 Assistant Managers for 10 thanas. The 

manual envisages one Assistant Manager for each thana. As regards the estates 

acquired under Ch. II of the EBSATA in Bakarganj district, there is one Assistant 

Manager for Sadar South Sub-division assisted by 2 Circle Inspectors and one 

Assistant Manager for Sadar North Sub-division assisted by 3 CIs and one AM for 

Bhola Sub-division assisted by one CI. There are 12, 12 and 4 tehsils in Sadar South, 

Sadar North and Bhola Sub-divisions respectively. 
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Chapter III of SA Manual gives a detailed description of the different registers to be 

maintained at District Manager‟s office at the circle office and at tehsil office. We 

perused through the registers kept at the SA Department Sadar office. 

Register VI: Misc. Demands Register that is the Sarait Mahal demand Rule 26 of the 

SA Manual lays down in detail that what sort of demands should be included like 

lease of trees, hats, fisheries, forest produce, incidental collections etc. 

Register VIII shows the collection as regard to misc. demands. 

Register IX: Application of Mutation. Here mutations are of two types; 1) by transfer 

(Qubulajat) and 2) by inheritance. This work is neglected by the Tehsildars because 

this does not affect the demand and hence is of settle consequence to government. But 

this leads to unnecessary delay in realization of arrears and often certificates are 

issued against persons who are already dead. Thus if the mutation work is expedited, 

it will result in prompt and speedy recovery of the arrears. 

Register 9 contains the list of requisitions for certificates. I saw that sometimes 

requisitions were issued for even such petty sum as Re. -/5/-. 

Register XIV A contains the list of acquired buildings. 

Register XIV Part I is of land petitions with regard to acquired estates. 

Register XIV Part II is also of land petitions. It deals with new applications. 

Register XIII deals with misc. cases. 

Register XII deals with proposals for settlement. The land is allotted by the Collector of 

after due enquiry but the actual allotment of plot is done by KMCO i.e. Assistant 

Manager with the approval of the District Manager. It is a very lengthy procedure and 

sometimes takes not less than three to four years. As there was great scope for 

corruption hence the Board has ordered that buildings should only be held in the 

presence of the ACR or the District Manager. 

Register 40 deals with alteration in demand. 

Register XI is of abatement and remission of rent. Under S 6 of the SA Act, the tenants 

are required to make application for A or R in rent. It is not done automatically as is 

the case under Khas Mahal management. 

Register XVII: This is the register showing monthly statement of the collection of rent 

and cesses. As no register has been supplied to this office for the last one and half 

years, hence no current figures are available. The SA office receives monthly 

statements from the AM and also chalans from the treasury showing deposits of rent 

by the respective circles. 
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In the afternoon a new case was transferred to my court. Imamuddin Muslim vs 

Masaluddin Hawaldar and another. I ordered the accused to furnish a bill of RS. 200 

and fixed 23.7.1956 for PWs. 

Wednesday, July 11, 1956: 

This morning again we went to the SA Department and perused through the remaining 

registers. 

Register XXXIII is the security register. An AM is required to deposit Rs. 500 as 

security; Tehsildar Rs. 500; Nazir Rs. 500; Circle Inspector Rs. 300, Assistant 

Tehsildar Rs. 250 and so on. Most of the employees in the SA Department are the 

former personnel of the now defunct Court of Wards Department. 

Register 58  is the court fee register. The rates are as follows: 

 

Re. -/4/-  For land petitions 

Re. 1/-/-  For other petitions 

Rs. 1/8/-  For Vakalatnama 

Rs. 1/4/-  For each process 

 

Register 42  is the ad interim compensation register envisaged under S.6 (1) of the 

EBSATA. No entries have been made in this register as yet because the Settlement 

Department is still busy in finalizing the compensation roll. 

 

Register 44  has been envisaged by Ss61 and 67 of the EBSATA. This is the register of 

arrears payable to the rent receivers. Government will pay them 50% of the total 

arrears (of pre requisition era) realized. This register is also blank so far. 

 

Register 43  is of ad interim compensation for Khas land. Khas land has been defined 

by S.2 (15) of the EBSATA which includes homestead land etc. This register is 

prepared under the provisions of S. 6(2) of the EBSATA. Entries in this register will 

also be made after the finalizing of records by the Settlement Department. 

 

Register XVIII Part I  deals with Tauzis and 

Register XVIII Part II  deals with dues of superior landlords. 

 

Afterwards we went round the office. The SA office is divided into three branches; 1) 

Jama Section; 2) Accounts Section and 3) General Establishment Section. Jama 

section is by far the most important and the most heavily worked of these sections. It 

was nice to see that things in Jama Section were being done in a systematic way. Each 

clerk was assigned a particular work for instance there were two clerks exclusively for 

certificate cases, one clerk for preparing the Jama statements from different circles. 

One was dealing with the daily correspondence, another one with the Jama figures of 

the estates acquired under Chapter II of the EBSATA, excluding those situated in 
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Patuakhali and Perojpur Sub-divisions (SDs) because these two SDs have been fully 

acquired under Chapter V of the EBSATA. The latest figures showed the following 

progress of collection in the government acquired estates: 

 

Demand  Collection  Misc. Collection PC of collection on 

total demand 

Arrears Curr. ArrearsCurr.  

 

4,227,339    8,183,800     1,334,819       6,758,183  412,392 65,3 % 

 

We also saw the Accounts and Establishment Sections. The Nazaret here is a 

miniature of the Nazaret in the Collectorate with the same sort of work and duties. 

 

There being no court work to do in the afternoon, I went and sat in the DM‟s office. He 

was dealing with an interesting case. He kindly explained to us the intricacies of the 

case which was a dispute between a Mugg (a tribe residing in Khaapupara) and a 

Bengali. Muggs are very simple by nature and in this case, a Mugg was duped by a 

Bengali. The Mugg received only Rs. 2,000 but the latter got a receipt from him for Rs. 

3,939/-. The DM decided to make enquiries on the spot. He promised to take us also 

when going there. 

 

Thursday, July 12, 1956: 

 

Today accompanied with the District Manager and went to inspect the office of 

Assistant Manager Sadar North Circle. In Sadar SD, estates have only been acquired 

under Chapter II of the EBSATA. Wholesale acquisition under Chapter V has not been 

effected as yet. 15 such estates, some whole and some only a part, comprises this 

circle. The Tagore Raj Estate is the biggest in this circle with a total demand of Rs. 

310,472. The statement showing the total demand was as follows: 

 

Current   Arrears  Total  PC of collection till 31.3.56 

 

560,162  979,923  1,540,085 42% 

 

In case of one estate, the collection in current demand was 356% and 91% of the total 

demand. These statements only show the percentage of collection on current demand 

which is sometimes misleading. They should also show the p.c. of collection on total 

demand i.e. on the total of both arrear and current demand. We also checked the cash 

book and physically checked the cash which was Rs. 762/8/- only. 

 

Then we looked through some certificate cases. I must say that glaring irregularities 

are being committed so far as this work goes. Certificate cases were pending for two 

even three years and were not disposed off. In one case, on three continuous dates, 
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the GO didn‟t get time to deal with the case, thus causing a lot of inconvenience, 

expenditure and annoyance to the parties concerned. It is very sad that these officers 

do not take even the slightest interest in disposing of certificate cases. And this I think 

is the main cause for the accumulation of huge arrears of Jama. Another reason is the 

lack of interest shown by Tehsildars in the mutation work. With the Record of Right 

not remaining up todate, thousands of certificates are served on wrong persons or not 

served at all, thus causing unnecessary delay in realization of duties. 

I was surprised to know that this office was keeping 12 Punkha coolies for a staff of 

19, thus incurring a huge expenditure of about Rs. 600/- pm on this account only. 

 

From the Sadar North Circle Office, we went to see the Sadar South Circle Office. Here 

the AM was absent because he had gone on 5 days casual leave. This circle comprises 

28 estates acquired under Chapter II of the EBSATA. There are 12 tehsils in this circle 

and two Circle Inspectors to assist the AM. Here the statement of collection was as 

follows: 

 

Current Demand  Arrears  Total  PC of collection on total demand 

505,176  684,043  1,189,219 45.8 % 

 

Here the defects, so far as certificate cases went, were even more glaring. Papers were 

dispatched after two months of the issue of order. In a diary, certificate case where no 

objection was filed, it took 2 years to dispose off that case. In other cases, it took from 

three to four years. Certificate procedure is a good one but I think in the hands of 

these officers, it has completely lost its utility. 

 

In the afternoon, I recorded evidence of 5 PWs in the case Karamat vs Makbul and 

others and framed a charge u/s S. 380 and 323 of the PPC and fixed 26.7.1056 for x-

xam. 

 

Friday, July 13, 1956: 

 

Yesterday we had made a programme with the District Manager to inspect one of his 

tehsil office but because of some pressing engagements, he couldn‟t take us there. It 

being Friday, no magisterial work was being done in any court, hence I read the State 

Acquisition Manual in my chamber. 

 

Saturday, July 14, 1956: 

 

Today we went to the Revenue Munshikhana and saw Land Registration and Sale 

Sections. 

 

So far as Land Registration Section is concerned, most of the Kabala cases are 

intimated to them through the Sub-Registrar. As for other cases whenever they 
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receive, an application for mutation they send it for verification to the Record Room 

where register “D” is maintained i.e. Record of Right. This is called the Ten Year Slip 

enquiry because the record room is only required to submit facts about the case for 

the preceding years. After that it is sent out for enquiry to the CO concerned and a 

notice u/s 48 of the Land Registration Act VII of 1876 is issued. If no objection is filed, 

mutation is allowed. In case of objection, the RO has to listen to evidence. All 

mutations are recorded in Register IV. Then a form is sent to the Record Room for the 

correction of the Record of Right. This form is known as Kaifayat for Mutation of 

names. In 1956-57, only 24 cases have been instituted so far but none of them have 

been decided as yet. 

 

The Land Registration Clerks also maintain the following registers: 

 

Register 8  of Misc. cases. In these cases, the office itself takes action on receiving an 

intimation from the Sub-Registrar, Sale Department, Certificate Officer etc., regarding 

the transfer, sale etc., of a Tauzi. The office issues a notice to the party concerned to 

apply for mutation. This the office must do within six months of receiving the 

intimation. If a mutation case has already been filed by the party, then the misc. case 

is dropped u/s 65 of the LR Act VII of 1876. 

 

Index Register  to locate the whereabouts of a mutation case. 

 

Register 11  of processes is kept by the department which sends it to the Nazir who 

incorporates it in his Register 43. 

 

Register 27  of petitions is maintained under the provisions of 208 and 209 of Practice 

& Procedure Manual. The nature of these petitions is for instance objection against 

mutation, petition for remission of fine etc. In 1956-57, 14 such cases have been filed 

so far. 

 

Register 37  of fines. Fines are imposed if notice issued u/s 65 R. Act is not obeyed or 

if evidence is not adduced u/s 30 of the above mentioned Act. 

 

Register 58  is of court fee and is maintained under the provisions of R. 4, Sec. VI, Part 

III of Stamp Manual Act of 1911. No process fee is charged for notice issued u/s 48 of 

the LRA. 

 

Register 61A  is envisaged by R. 42 of the Certificate Manual i.e. Post Card Warning. 

 

Register 9  is the certificate requisition register. I have already discussed this register 

earlier in my diary. In this section, I found that no date was given on which the 

certificate was issued. 
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Afterwards we saw the Sale Section. This section receives and Land Revenue Arrear 

List which is prepared by the Tauzi department. This list only contains the Tauzi 

number and amount of the arrear, hence the Sale Section sends it to the Record Room 

for furnishing information regarding the defaulters from Register D. After receiving the 

required information, notice u/s 6 of Sales Act XI of 1859 is issued to the proprietors. 

Post card notice to five biggest share holders. Notice u/s 7 of Act XI of 1859 is also 

issued forbidding them to pay rent to the defaulters. If no cause is shown and the 

arrear is not deposited by the given date, the Tauzi of the defaulting proprietors is put 

to sale. If the Jama due is more than Rs. 500, a gazette notification of sale is 

mandatory. 

 

A sale list is then prepared. 

 

Sale Register 19  on the basis of he sale list, this register is prepared only for the 

Tauzis. In case of separate account, notice u/s 14 of the Sales Act is essential. This 

register is maintained only with regard to arrears due on Tauzis and Purchased 

Estates which consequently result in sale. 

 

Sale Register 19A  is maintained exclusively for tenures and Khas Mahal holding. 

 

In the afternoon, I gave time in Noor Mohammad vs Hashim (u/s 323) case and fixed 

24.7.1956 for PWs. In Abdul Haq vs Abdul Hakim, both parties filed petition for 

compromise which I allowed and acquitted the accused under S. 345 PPC. 

 

          Shoaib Sultan 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan 

        Assistant Magistrate, Barisal 

          16.7.1956 
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District Diary Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP 

From 16th to 21st July, 1956 in the district of Bakarganj 

 

Monday, July 16, 1956: 

 

Today again we went to the Revenue Munshikhana. First we saw the papers of the 

clerk dealing with cases arising out of East Bengal Transfer of Agricultural Land Act of 

1951 (Act XXXIII). S. 3 of the said act lays down a 10 bighas restriction on transfer of 

agricultural land. S. 4 lays down that more than 10 bighas of agricultural land can be 

transferred with the permission of the Collector. S. 5 says that if land is transferred in 

contravention of the provisions of S.4, the transfer will be illegal to the extent of the 

excess land transferred. S.6 is the penal clause in this Act and says that if S.4 is 

contravened, penalty can be imposed to the extent of double the amount of the 

consideration money. Under S.7, appeal can be filed against the order of the Collector 

to the Board of Revenue within sixty days. The order of the BoR shall be final. There 

are only nine sections in this Act. 

 

When an application for sale of agricultural land is made to the Collection u/s 4, it is 

sent to the CO concerned for enquiry. It usually takes two to six months to finish off 

such a case. Register XIII of misc. cases Part I is maintained for such case. 

 

Action under S. 6 is usually taken on a report received from the Sub-Registrar or 

private parties or the CO and the Collector institutes a misc. case against the party 

concerned and a notice is issued. The Sub Registrar is asked to send the copies of 

deeds etc. The ACR hears the case and decides it accordingly. Such cases are noted in 

Register XIII Misc. Part II. 

 

Last year 13 cases were filed u/s 6 out of which 2 are still pending. This year 10 cases 

have been filed so far, out of which only 3 have been decided. 

 

Last year 576 cases were instituted u/s 4 out of which 145 are still pending. This year 

190 cases have been filed so far out of which 102 are still pending. 

 

The main cause of delay in disposal of these cases is that there has been no ACR here 

for the last one month. 

 

Then we saw the Stamps Section. The clerk dealing with Act XXXIII deals with the 

section also. He seems to be quite a good and efficient hand. Now-a-days such hands 

are quite scare in offices. 

 

Register 47  is maintained for defect stamp cases u/s 4, Sect. VI, Part III of the Stamp 

Manual. It is the Sub Registrar which intimates this section about such cases on a 

form of impounded documents. This year only one such case has been sent by the Sub 
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Registrar so far. It was a case where instead of putting Rs. 15 stamp for the general 

power attorney paper, only Rs. 3/- stamp was affixed. The Collector ordered the party 

to pay the defect with a fine of Rs. 5/-. 

 

Register 59  is envisaged by R.2, Sect. VI, Part II of the Stamp Manual and is for 

applications for refund of value of renewal of stamps. Refund is only allowed where the 

Collector is satisfied that the mistake in slip was genuine. In such an anna or rupee is 

deducted. During 1956-57, 35 applications have been submitted so far for refund and 

all have been dealt with. 

 

Next section which we saw today was the Civil Suits Section. This section is governed 

by the Civil Suit Rules and the Legal Remembrance‟s Manual. 

 

Register 87  is of Civil Suits original and appeal in all civil courts, envisaged by rr 131, 

135 and 137 of the CS Rules. Whenever summons are received from a civil court, the 

first thing which this section scrutinizes, is whether notice u/s 80 CPC was given or 

not. A separate register is maintained for notices given to the Collector u/s 80 CPC. 

Then the papers are sent to the department concerned for statement of facts. Later on 

this section passes it on to the Government Pleader for taking necessary action. These 

are usually little suit, money suits, rent suits, Rayati right suits, suits for setting aside 

sale etc. Since state acquisition the number of suits has increased by ten times. This 

year about 500 suits have been filed so far as against 50 of last years. 

 

Register 88  is maintained u/rr 67, 85 and 114 of CSR. This is the decree register and 

also shows that how many of them are outstanding. 

 

Register 89  is Proper Suit Register, envisaged u/r 67. Cost in such cases is realized 

through certificate procedure. 

 

It is evident that the work of this section is going an increasing by leaps and bounds, 

but the papers in this section are rather being kept in a very clumsy way. The 

whereabouts of the cases are not properly maintained. Entries in the registers are 

sometimes not made at all and if made, they are defective and incomplete. 

 

The last section we saw today was the Misc. Section. Register XIII is maintained for 

misc. cases. Under the head of this register, four registers are maintained in this 

section. 

 

Register 8  exclusively deals with revisions of certificate casers filed u/s 53 of the 

Public Demands Recovery Act. 

Register 8 (Vol. II)  deals with all sorts of cases arising out of revenue matters such as 

payment of rent, settlement of khas land, appeals against summary, gorkati and hat 

settlements. 
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Register 1`5  is envisaged by circular order No. 7 of November 1865 and is of appeals 

from certificate cases filed u/s 54 of the PDR Act. 

 

Register 27  is of petitions and sent to respective departments for disposal such as 

mutation petitions as regards holding etc. 

 

In the afternoon both parties in the case Bilas Muni vs Hashim Chowkidar u/s 504 

filed petition for compromise which I granted u/s 345 CPC. 

 

Tuesday, July 17, 1956: 

 

Today we went to see the working of the Tauzi Department. With the wholesale 

acquisition by the State, the Tauzi Department is fast losing its importance. The 

Tauzis of district are classified in three groups: 

 

Part I: Tauzis or estates permanently settled; 

Part II: Tauzis leased for periods only. 

Part III: Tauzis hold direct by government. 

 

A good number of registers are maintained besides the compilation and submission of 

periodical Returns and Reports to the Commissioner and Board of Revenue (BoR). 

Some of the important registers and reports are detailed below: 

 

Register 39  deals with creation and abolition of estates. Tauzis are abolished by 

transfer to another district through dilution or otherwise. Cases arising out of r.33 of 

the Tauzi Manual, S. 3 of Bengal Act IV of 1868, r. 210 of Government estates Manual 

etc., fall in the purview of this section. In such cases usually a misc. case is started by 

the department concerned i.e. either by the Khas Mahal Office in the Revenue 

Munshikhana and the final orders are submitted to the Tauzi Department for 

necessary action, who leave the abolished Tauzi number blank with a note giving brief 

details for future guidance. So far only two such cases have come up in the year 1956-

57. 

 

Register 40  is of Resettlement. The figures are received from the Revenue 

Munshikhana. Any alteration in the existing assessment is immediately forwarded to 

the Tauzi Department. 

 

Kistwar Abstracts . Separate kistwar abstracts are prepared for Tauzis classified under 

Class I and II. But for Road and AW cases, one kistwar abstract is maintained for the 

classes of Tauzis. A separate kistwar abstract is maintained for education cess. 

Another kistwar abstract register is maintained for Road and AW cesses for revenue 

free estates and also an education cess kistrwar abstract in respect of these estates. 
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All the additions and deductions made in the Tauzi rolls and cess registers during 

each of the four kists of a financial year are shown in these abstracts. Mostly these 

changes are caused by government purchase, government acquisition and 

resettlement of estates. 

 

Tauzi Rolls  are separately maintained for Part I, II and III estates. The annual and 

kistwar demand of each and every Tauzi regarding both land revenue and cesses are 

shown in these rolls. The Tauzi Department receives notice of changes, additions and 

deductions etc., regarding Part I estates from the Board or the Commissioner; 

regarding Part II and Part III estates from the Revenue Munshikhana and the 

Khasmahal Office respectively for incorporating them in the Tauzi rolls. 

 

Tauzi Ledgers  are separately kept for Part I, II and III estates, which show the annual 

demand of L.R., Road & PW cesses and education cess divided into 1 to 4 kists, total 

collections, advance payments from previous year, rebate demand of the kist, total 

credits, balance at the end of the kist, challan number and date. This in short is the 

consolidated statement of all available material regarding demand, collection and 

balance of land revenue etc., with respect to the Tauzi. 

 

The total number of Tauzis of all classes is 7431 at present. 

 

Register 9  is the requisition for certificate register. Although garnishee procedure 

cannot be involved now by individual for payment of land revenue, yet with regard to 

purchased estates, it is still operative. 

 

Index Register:  Two different sets of index are maintained; 1) Tauzis are shown in 

numerical order and 2) Tauzis are shown here classwise i.e. to which class the estate 

belongs Part I or II or III. It also contains the page and number of the Tauzi rolls where 

the estate originally figures. 

 

Payment of LR and cesses is made direct into the treasury as well as through revenue 

money order. Challans are received from the treasury showing collection for which 

goshwaras are prepared. From these goshwaras, the Tauzi assistants are to prepare 

the arrear lists, which are checked by Tauzi Navis and Tauzi Deputy Collector and 

these lists are sent to Revenue Sale Section for advertisement and sale. 

 

Return IX  is the quarterly statement of abatement of L.R. 

 

Return X  is the quarterly statement of L.R. demand, collection and balances. This 

return is prepared with L.R. goshwara figures to be prepared by the individual Tauzi 

assistants.  
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Return XXXVII  is the Quarterly Road and P.W.  Cesses, Education Cess, demand 

collection and balance statement. A supplementary quarterly Road and PW cesses and 

Education Cess demand, collection and balances relating to other districts i.e. 

Noakhali, Faridpur, Dacca & Khulna is also prepared. 

 

An annual Administration Report and kistwar statement of land revenue and cesses 

for each of the four kists of the year, is submitted to the Board. 

 

Consolidated statements showing demand, collections, balances and also probable 

receipts of a financial year in respect of Road and P.W. Cesses and also education cess 

are prepared and sent to the District Board and District School Board respectively for 

compilation of their budgets. 

 

For the collection of arrears of land revenue road, P.W. and education cesses, 

certificate procedure is resorted to. 

 

In the afternoon, recorded evidence of 4 PWs in Chand Khan vs Abdul Ghafoor and 

others and framed a charge u/s 379 PPC. Fixed 2.8.1957 for x-xam and PWs. 

 

Wednesday July 18-21, 1956  Eid holidays 

 

         Shoaib Sultan 

 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

         Shoaib Sultan,  
         Assistant Magistrate  
         Barisal 
         23.7.1956 
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP in the district of Bakarganj 

from July 23 to July 28, 1956 
 
Monday, July 23, 1956: 
 

Today was a very busy day. I had four cases on my file. Two for recording evidence and 

two new. I recorded evidence of 4 PWs in Mujaffar Ali vs Kasim Jaymal and others and 

framed charge u/s 379 of the Pakistan Penal Code (PPC). In the second case Abdul 

Sobhan Jamadar vs Hashem Jamadar, both the parties prayed for time. As an 

adjustment has already been given earlier hence I gave them two days time with the 

note that no further adjournments will be given. In the two other cases 1) Abdul Ghani 

vs Jamadar u/s 323 and 2) Dopai Sikdar vs Hashem Talukdar u/s 323, I fixed 

8.8.1956 and 7.8.1956 respectively for PWs. 

 

In the afternoon attended an emergent meeting of the District Sports Association of 

which the District Magistrate is ex-officio President. This meeting was called to decided 

two issues; 1) the entry of a new sub-divisional team because now there are five sub-

divisions instead of four. In fact the parties have resorted to the civil court for 

achieving their goal. This meeting decided to enter the new team but severely criticized 

the behaviour of the Headmaster concerned in resorting to the civil court. It was 

resolved that all issues should be brought before and decided by this committee which 

is the highest appellate authority in these matters. As the Headmaster concerned was 

himself sorry for the action, he had taken, hence the matter was closed and no further 

action was envisaged and 2) certain irregularities have been committed by the referee 

in a football match. This matter was also amicably decided. 

 

It is indeed essential that proper care of sports should also be taken. I think this 

committee can do a lot in achieving this goal. Now that the DM and the SDOs have 

been made ex-officio president of district and sub-divisional sports committees 

respectively, sports should get proper impetus and encouragement. Every district 

should at least have a mall stadium to stage sports events, which certainly go a long 

way in reviving public interest in sports. 

 

Tuesday, July 24, 1956: 

 

This morning we went to the Revenue Record Room. The most important register 

maintained here is Register „D‟. It is kept in two parts. Part I is for old intermediate 

mutation and Part II is intermediate mutation register of revenue free land for 

perpetuity. I have already mentioned the kifayat mutation forms in my diary about 

Revenue Munshikhanas. When a mutation is sanctioned, the Land Registration 

Departments send a kifayat slip to the record room for making necessary corrections 

in Register „D‟ from the sales department. 
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As for the papers kept in the record room, they are classified in three groups 1) A – 

papers which are kept permanently in the RR; 2) B – papers which are kept only for 12 

years and then destroyed and 3 ) C – papers which are destroyed after two years by 

the departments concerned. 

 

Register 41 B shows the receipt and disposal of records. In normal course, the 

departments should send the papers to the RR as soon as they have been finally 

disposed off which should not take more than six months at the most. But in most 

cases, I found that records have not been sent to the RR even 4 years after its 

disposal. The Civil Suit Section appeared to be most notorious in this respect. From 

the Sadar records are received every month. A particular date is assigned to each 

department in Register 41 B from outlying sub-divisions records are despatched to the 

RR quarterly. 

 

Register 57  is the permanent register of jamabandis etc. 

 

Register 57 A  shows the description of  B class papers in the RR. 

 

Register 41  is the shelf register of records and is maintained under the provisions of r. 

143 of RM of 1917. 

 

Register 41 A  is the misc. certificate cases record register. For Cess Certificate Cases, 

a separate register is maintained. 

 

Register G has been envisaged by S. 41 Act XI of 1859. It is a common register for 

intermediate tenures acknowledged by that survey. 

 

There is another fleet of registers which are detailed as below: 
 
Register A – Part I  Revenue paying land revenue borne on the Tauzi roll of 
    district. 
 

Part II Revenue paying land revenue which is partly within this 
district but borne on the Tauzi of another district. 

 
Register B – Part I  Revenue free land for perpetuity 
 

  Part II For acquired revenue free land held for public purpose 
 
  Part III For waste and unassessed land 
 
Register C  Mauzawar register prepared after the completion of the 

Thak survey written alphabetically. 
 
Register 65  is of temporary Malkhana register. 
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Besides these records, the record of English correspondence is also kept in the Record 

Room. The one important register in this respect is Register 65. 

 

I also went round the stock room and checked the self register by getting one record 

pertaining to 1865 from the record room. For A Class papers, a separate room is  

allotted. There are some records which are kept in double lock and the key of one lock 

remains with the RR Deputy Collector while that of the other with RR Head Clerk. 

Thus this section can‟t be opened without the knowledge of both. The papers kept in 

this ection belong to the times of the old Nawabs and are very important. 

I must drop a line about the peon of the Record Room whose name is Kusum Kumar 

Pal. He has been here for the last 25 years and I must say is an asset to this 

departments. He knows much much more than many clerks in the department. 

Another important section of the RR is the Copying Department. For ordinary copies -

/5/ per copy is charged and it takes 3 to 5 days to deliver the copy. If it comes with an 

expeditious fee which is double in some cases and five times in some other cases, the 

copies are supplied the same day if possible or the next. Maps are also copied here. 

Information is also supplied. Register 58 as maintained u/r 4 S.VI Part III of Stamp 

Rules. 

In the afternoon recorded evidence of 4 PWs in Jamaluddin Munshi  vs Masuluddin 

and framed charge u/s 323 PPC. Fixed 4.8.1956 for x-xam. In Noor Mohamad Mona 

vs Hashem and others, gave an adjournment on request of both the parties. 

Wednesday, July 25, 1956: 

In the morning went to the Additional Collector of Revenue‟s Office and watched him 

doing file work. 

The first file which he took up was about Thakore Estate which has been acquired 

under the S.A. Act. S. 67 of the EBSATA provided that government will pay 50% of the 

pre-acquisition arrears plus interest to the ex-proprietors. It was later amended and 

the word “interest” was deleted. A third amendment was also passed which provided 

that government shall not at all be responsible for the collection of pre-acquisition 

arrears but it will provide the facilities of the certificate procedure to the ex-

proprietors. Now in this case soon after the first amendment, the Thakore Raj Estate 

was acquired by government and case for recovery of pre-acquisition arrears was 

started. It was dismissed and on appeal also, the SDO dismissed it on the ground that 

the arrears belonged to the year 1944 and hence time barred. The file had come up to 

the ACR for comments. The position in a nutshell was that government had to pay 

50% of the arrears to the ex-proprietor whether it realized the amount or not, 

therefore, the ACR ordered that the SDO‟s Court should be moved to review its 

judgment which was not based on the merits of the case. 
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The next file was about the estates which have been purchased by government but not 

settled as yet, because of the dearth of staff or otherwise. When the Board noticed this 

that purchased estates have not been settled as yet, it sent a strong circular asking for 

reports and the causes of delay in settlement. As regards Bakarganj district, 456 

Tauzis were purchased by government but only 339 were reported to the Khasmahal 

Office by the sale department, because according to the latter, sale was not confirmed 

in the remaining 117 cases by the Commissioner so far. Out of the 337 Tauzis 

reported to the KM Office, 161 still remains to be settled. Two Tauzis were sold twice. 

60 tenures were also pending for settlement. Before confirming this report to check its 

authenticity, the ACR asked for a report supplying the following details; the date of 

purchase of these Tauzis, the dates of the sale of the two Tauzis which were put to 

sale twice, to find whether the mistake was intentional or just a slip; the strength of 

staff. 

The last file he took up was about the civil suit section. In this case both the certificate 

procedure and sale were resorted to for realizing arrears of land revenue with regard to 

a TSP estate. According to the Dacca High Court, both procedures can‟t be resorted to 

simultaneously, therefore,  the proprietor concerned had served notice on government 

u/s 80 CPC for instituting a case in the civil court to set aside sale. Since then the 

arrears on such estates, have been remitted by the government. As the ACR is 

authorized to declare sale void ab initio in any such case according to a circular of the 

Board, hence in this case sale was declared void by the ACR and the case was closed. 

In the afternoon, recorded evidence of 5 PWs in Abdul Sobhan vs Hashem Jamadar. 

As the complainant wanted to bring two more PWs, therefore, I didn‟t frame the charge 

and gave a very short adjournment fixed 3-.7.1956 for more PWs and framing of the 

charge. 

Thursday, July 26, 1956: 

Today again went to ACR‟s office and watched him doing file work. Today he dealt with 

different files of the State Acquisition Department. 

In Yakub Ali Beopari vs Makil and others, I altered the charge from SS 380 and 323 

PPC to SS 380 and 352 PPC u/s 227 CPC. X-xamed one witness in this case. As one of 

the PWs was absent on medical ground, hence adjourned the case to 13.8.1956 for 

further x-xam. 

Two new cases also came up today; 1) Ahmad Havaldar vs  Ismail&others u/s 448. 

Fixed 11.8.1956 for PWs and 2) Azhar Ali Hawaldar vs Ismail and others.Fixed 

9.8.1956 for PWs. 
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Monday, July 27, 1956: 

This morning went to the Treasury and saw the Receipt & Payment procedure. 

Challans fo depositing money in the treasury are prepared by the department or the 

individual concerned. The correct under which it is to be deposited, must first be 

verified by the department concerned before it is presented in the treasury. In the 

treasury, the challan is checked by the accountant and then it is passed on to the 

Puddars, who receive the cash and make an entry to the same effect in a register 

called Puddar‟s slip. From the Puddar‟s slip, the cash book goes to the Treasurer who 

verifies both the statements from which he prepares his Daily Balance Sheet. The 

challans are sealed after they have been verified by the Treasurer. Challans are 

submitted n duplicate or triplicate. The duplicate or triplicate copy is handed over to 

the depositor. This is the receipt procedure. 

As regards payment, first the certificate of payment is checked by the Accountant. A 

token is given to the person concerned. A number of the token is noted down on the 

payment certificate. A payment schedule is maintained in the treasury according to 

which heads are assigned to the payment certificates. After a head has been assigned 

to the payment certificate, it is sent to the Treasury Officer for sanction. After TO‟s 

sanction, it goes to the Treasurer for payment. For its convenience, the treasury 

receives payment certificates in the morning and makes payment in the afternoon. 

Today being Friday, there was no magisterial work to do. 

Saturday, July 28, 1956: 

Today I was not feeling well, hence I couldn‟t go to office in the morning. 

In the afternoon, Chand Khan vs Abdul Ghafoor u/s 379 was fixced for x-xam, but the 

accused was absent. As the accused‟s petition praying for time on medical grounds, 

was not supported by a medical certificate, hence I awarded cost to the complt. No 

other case came up for hearing today. 

          Shoaib Sultan 
Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan,  
             CSP (Probationer)  
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP from 30th July to 4th  August 1956      

in the district of Bakarganj 

Monday, July 30, 1956: 

Today we went to see the Accounts Section of the Treasury. The rules of procedure are 

laid down in the Civil Account Code Vo. II under Rule 278 of the said code. The 

Accountant has to maintain two cash books on Form 35, one for receipts and the 

other for payments. Payments and receipts for both central and provincial heads are 

kept in these two cash books. The Sadar Treasury Accountant also receives daily 

account statements from the sub-treasuries supported by challans. Separate registers 

are maintained for separate heads. There are about 150 heads under which the 

treasury receives and pays money. After the days account has been transferred to 

these registers item-wise, the consolidated figures are transferred to the cash books. 

Thus the Accountant receives daily accounts statement from both the Sadar and 

Muffasil treasuries and from these statements, prepares a monthly accounts 

statement which he sends to the Accountant General (AG) in the first week of every 

month. The monthly statement is envisaged by R.279 of the Civil Account Code Vol. II 

and comprises 1) cash account on form 37; 2) list of payment on for 38 and 3) 

payment schedule. The form and number of the schedules is determined by the AG 

according to local convenience. 

In the afternoon in Abdul Sobhan vs Hashem Jamadar framed charge u/s 323 PPC 

and S. 24 of Cattle Trespass Act I of 1871. Fixed 4.8.1956 for x-xam and further PWs. 

Two new cases were also transferred to my court today. In Ismail Sikdar vs Afsar Ali 

Sikdar fixed 7.8.1956 for PWs and in Hafiza Khatun vs Rattan and others fixed 

9.8.1956 for PWs. 

We again went to the treasury to see how the accounts are closed for the day. All the 

cash received was counted and as the treasury is only allowed to keep Rs. 175,000 in 

its chest, hence the rest which amounted to Rs. 57,000 was deposited in the currency 

chest. I have already discussed in detail about the currency chest in my diary of 2nd 

July. The Treasurer‟s daily balance sheet is tallied by the Treasury Officer with the 

Puddar‟s slip and if the actual cash tallies with the figures shown, he signs the  

Treasurer‟s cash book and the account for that day is closed. 

Tuesday, July 31, 1956: 

 

Today we went to see the Judicial Munshikhana. There are nine or ten different 

sections of this department. We started with the License Section. One register is 

maintained here for registration and renewal of motor vehicles registration. The 

vehicles inspectors approves the vehicle for registration which is sanctioned by the 

DM. As for driving license for motor vehicles, two registers are maintained in this 

section; 1) driving license for private vehicles and 2) driving license for private vehicles. 
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Driving test is taken by the Vehicles Inspector but the license is granted by the DM. 

Driving lice4nse fee is Rs.7/- and renewal fee Rs. 3/-. These licenses are valid only for 

one year. 

 

Cinematograph Act of 1918 governs the issue of Cinema House & Operator‟s license. 

Somewhere earlier the DM had remarked on my diary that I should read the above 

mentioned Act hence I took this opportunity of getting acquainted with this Act. This 

Act lays down that there4 should not be any public exhibition of a film without 

license. S.6 is the penal clause and envisages the punishment if a cinema show is held 

without license. S.8 gives power to make rules. S 5(3) lays that addition. Conditions 

can be imposed for grant of a license. In act in Bakarganj districts rules for providing 

sufficient accommodation, sanitation, good ventilation etc., have been framed and 

imposed on cinema proprietors under the provisions of S.5 (3) of the Cinematograph 

Act of 1918. 

 

Amusement Tax is also the responsibility of this section. There is a sub-Dy. Magistrate 

who acts as Amusement Officer here. S. 3 of the Amusements Tax Act of 1922, as 

amended in 1953, lays down that entertainment tax shall be 33-1/3% of the 

admission money. Any contravention of this section will mean a fine which may extend 

to Rs. 500/- for each case on the proprietor (S.5). S.8 lays down the exemptions that is 

philanthropic shows etc., may be exempted by the DM from E. Tax. S. 11 authorises 

inspection by inspectors and authorized public servants. S.12 gives power to the 

provincial government to frame rules. This power has now been delegated to the 

Collectors of all the Districts except Sylhet under the provision of S.13 of the said Act. 

As far the procedure, the proprietor of a cinema keeps three registers in connection 

with entertainment tax; 1) challan register‟; 2) stock register of stamps and 3) sale 

register of stamps. These three registers they submit monthly to this section of the 

Judicial Munshikhana. 

 

License is also required under the provisions of Poison Act of 1919. The schedule gives 

the list of poisons for which license can be issued. It is usually issued to the chemists 

only. The license fee is Rs. 2/- per item which remains valid for one year only. The 

renewal fee is the same as the license fee. 

 

The DM is authorized to issue a license for kerosene oil upto 5,000 gallons under First 

Schedule of Petroleum Act of 1934. The license fee is Rs. 20/ for first thousand and 

Rs. 5/- for subsequent thousands. The same schedule authorizes the DM to issue 

license for petrol upto 60 gallons. The fee is Rs. 4/-. The Inspector of Explosives issues 

license or greater amount. 

 

The Explosives Act of 1884 deals with licensers for possession and manufacture of 

explosives. The explosives rules were made in 1940 which are now operative. 
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License for sale and keep for sale of arms is also issued by the DM which is dealt by 

this section. The license fee is Rs. 100 and the license specifies the max. amount of 

arms and ammunition which could be kept in the shop. 

 

Electricity Duty Act of 1935 envisages an electricity duty of 6 pies per unit consumed. 

 

Under the Motor Vehicles Tax Act of 1932, the motorists are required to pay road tax. 

S. 4 says that rates will be laid down in First Schedule. New rates have been laid down 

by a notification in Part III of Dacca Gazette of April 8, 1953 which ranges from Rs. 

70/- on a motorbike to Rs. 750 on a heavy transport truck. 

 

 

Next we went to the Gun License Section. Here quite a number of registers are 

maintained. As soon as an application for a gun is submitted, it is entered in the 

petition register and sent to the thana concerned for report On the police report, 

usually the license is granted or otherwise. The cancellation register shows the 

number and names of licenses whose gun license has been cancelled. Malkhana 

register shows the description of guns seized or confiscated or abandoned. Counterfoil 

of the gun license register is kept on Form XVI. Usually six months time is allowed for 

purchase of the gun after which the license automatically expires if the period is not 

extended. A file of confiscation orders is also kept in this section. A confiscated gun is 

usually auctioned 2 years after its confiscation. It can be allotted in the meantime to 

anyone by the Don on payment of its priced fixed by the DM in the treasury. A register 

of auction sales is also maintained. The Arms Act deals with cases arising out of 

contravention of arms and ammunition rules. 

 

Next we saw the Moneylenders License Section. Licenses are issued under ML Act of 

1940. Rs. 50/- is license fee which remains valid for 3 years. S.30 of the Act lays down 

that interest shall not be more than 8% per annum. Ss 23 and 41 lay down 

punishments for disqualified moneylender and for molestation in recovering debt 

respectively. 

 

Pilgrim Passes are also issued by the DM which are dealt with in this section. 

Education Tax fixed by the President, Union Boards is also collected through this 

section. 

 

Wednesday, August 1, 1956: 

 

Today attended the monthly verification of the treasury done by the new District 

Magistrate. It was nothing except counting of notes. I have already mentioned in detail 

how this verification is done in my diary of the 2nd July. 
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In the afternoon again we went to the treasury. This time the stamps, opium and other 

valuables kept in the treasury double lock, were verified by the DM. 

 

There was no magisterial work to do today, hence we spent the whole day in the 

treasury. 

 

Thursday, August 2, 1956: 

 

Today again we went to the Judicial Munshikhana (JM) and saw the remaining 

sections.3All cases committed for session trial, are sent to the JM for transmission to 

the session court, hence the sessions section here maintained a session register 

entitled “District Magistrate‟s Calendar of Accused Persons Committed to Sessions”. 

All cases sent to the sessions court are entered in this register. There are columns for 

noting down the dates of hearing at the sessions and also for the judgment. Besides 

this register which is kept from year to year, a Court Officers Register of Appeal is also 

maintained here. The appeals preferred to the Sessions Court from the orders of First 

Class Magistrate. A third register maintained in this section is of motions u/s 417 of 

the CPC. A Penal Roster i.e. a Register of Penal Pleaders is also maintained here 

showing the work of public prosecutor and the eleven APP in this district. This Section 

also deals with the correspondence with High Court. 

 

The next section we saw was that of appeals in the court of DM or ADM. Here two 

registers are maintained. One is Register of Appeals from the orders of II and III class 

magistrates. Second is Register of Provisional Cases. 

 

There is an Accounts Section also in JM. They maintain a register of contingent 

charges. The major part of the money here is meant for meeting the dietary and 

travelling expenses of witnesses called in criminal cases instituted by government. 

 

The Misc. Section maintains three registers; 1) register of letters received; 2) register of 

letters issued and 3) register of index. 

 

The last and a very important section which we saw in the JM was the Chowkidari 

Section. This is actually a misnomer; this section in fact deals with all questions 

regarding the UB and arising out of the UB Manual. Under the provisions of the 

Bengal Village Self Government Act of 1919, UB were established in every district. 

There are roughly 4 to 5 UNBs in each thana in Bakarganj district. S.7 of the Act lays 

down the qualifications of the voters which is that one should be over 21 years old and 

must be paying UB rate of not less than -/8/- a year. S.11 says that the UBs are to be 

elected four yearly. S. 14 envisages a President and a Vice-President. S.16 tells how a 

President can be removed. S.17 (b) lays down that election disputes are to be referred 

to the DM. We heard quite a few election petitions in ADM‟s court. S. 20 to 25 deal 

with the appointment and duties of Dafadars and Chowkidars. One Chowkidar is to be 
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appointed for 200 houses. The Chowkidars are to report the movement of suspicious 

characters, deaths and births, local information which the DM or SP may require, to 

keep watch etc. etc. He should also help in collection of UB rates. S. 26 onwards lay 

down the powers and duties of UBs such as sanitation, conservancy, works for 

preservation of public health, service of summons through Dafadars, prevention of 

cattle disease, improve of cottage industries, other work of public utility, prevention of 

outbreaks of epidemics etc. S. 27 to 312 give certain powers to the UBs to carry out 

these improvements including that of establishing primary schools and dispensaries. 

 

S. 32 AAA authorizes UBs to establish joint committees for common good with the 

sanction of the District Board. S. 37 gives power to UBs to impose union rate which 

should not be more than Rs. 84/- (S.38) per annum and not less than -/8/-. Those 

who can‟t pay -/8/-, should be exempted. S.39 gives right to petition against 

assessment u/s 50 DBs are to have control over the UBs. S.55 A gives power to the 

Commissioner to dissolve a UB on the recommendation of the DM. S. 63 is a bar to 

suits against UB members in certain cases. S.65 envisages Union Benches for trial of 

cases mentioned in Schedule IV. S. 73 envisages Union Courts of two or more 

members. Union courts have jurisdiction (s.74) over suits for money due on contracts; 

suits for recovery of moveable property; suits for compensation for taking away 

moveable property and suits for damages for cattle trespass, when the value of suits in 

all these cases does not exceed Rs. 200/-. S. 5 enumerates those suits which are 

outside the jurisdiction of the Union Courts. Procedural rules for these courts are to 

be presented u/s 101 (S.93). S.97(3) lays down that legal practitioners shall not be 

allowed to appear before Union benches or courts. The fees and fines to be imposed by 

these courts, shall be realized as arrears of union rate as mentioned in S.37 (s.99). 

S.101 is a very wide section and gives powers to the local government o make rules 

with special reference to certain items which have been enumerated in the Act. 

 

According to IV Schedule, offences arising out of Cattle Trespass Act, offences 

punishable upto Rs. 25/- under enactments other than PPC, offences arising out of 

S.34 of the Police Act, Bengal Ferries Act and certain other offences under same 

sections of the PPC are trial able by Union Benches. A large number of rules have been 

framed under the provision of S.101 with special reference to schools, dispensaries 

and loans to UBs etc. etc. 

 

Today there was no magisterial work to do. 

 

Friday, August 3, 1956: 

 

Today we went to see the District Loans Department. In the district of Bakarganj so far 

loans have only been given under the provisions of Agriculturists Loans Act. The 

loanees make applications to the SDO concerned who forwards their applications to 

the government through the Commissioner. In some cases the government itself takes 
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the initiative and sanctions a certain amount to be disbursed as loans to the 

agriculturists. In both these cases, the amount is sent to the district loans department 

which is allotted to different SDOs by the Collector or if the government itself has sent 

a schedule, he according to that schedule. This year the government sanctioned 6.30 

lacs for Bakarganj district to be distributed according to the following schedule: 

 

Sadar (North)    1.00 lac 

Sadar (South)    .80   lac 

Bhola      1.00 lac 

Patuakhali     1.75 lac 

Perojpur     1.75 lac 

 

The loanees are required to execute bonds which are sent to the District Loans 

Department by SDOs concerned. These bonds are entered in the Ledger of 

Agriculturists Loans. In the same way the duplicate carbon receipt (DCR) books are 

also sent here by the ROs concerned who received the instalments of payment from 

the loanees The DCR books are regularly audited. Register 94 is maintained for 

showing the number of DCR books issued and to whom issued. There is a remission 

register also. Recently government has remitted all loans issued before 31.3.1954 

which amount to over Rs. 700,000/-. 

 

It being half day, no case came up for hearing today. 

 

Saturday, August 4, 1956: 

 

Today we went to see the setup of the Food Department. At the top of the hierarchy is 

the member Board of Revenue, below him Secretary Food. Then the food department is 

split up in three branches; 1) Procurement & Distribution; 2) Movement and Storage 

and 3) Inspection & Control. The most important among these is the first branch, 

because the second branch has got its establishment only at six places i.e. Dacca, 

Khulna, Chittagong, Narayanganj, Comilla and Jessore; the third branch has got its 

establishment only at Dacca. It is the Procurement and Distribution Branch which 

performs the main functions of the Food Department. Subordinate to the Director, 

Procurement and Distribution is the District Controller Food in each district, with a 

Sub-divisional Controller Food in every subdivision. Then there are Chief Inspectors 

and below them Thanawise inspectors for distribution and inspectors for storage. In 

Local Supply Depots of more than10,000 maunds Capacity Store Keepers are also 

posted so far as distribution of food grains is concerned; 1) Statutory Rationing: This 

was introduced only in towns – 19 in all – where government issued ration cards per 

unit. Food staff is not allowed to move out of the town. No free sale of rice or other food 

grains is allowed. Government binds itself by statute of supply food stuff on ration 

cards; (2) Non-Statutory Rationing where ration card are issued per family. No 

restrictions are placed on either the free movement or free sale of food grains; (3) 
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Modified Rationing: This scheme is put into action through UB Food Committees and 

sub-divisional food committees. The UB Food Committee comprises 12 members, 9 

from the respective UBs and 3 are nominated by the Food Committees. Recently 

Municipal Food Committees have also been formed. The UB 7 Committees  according 

to government circular are to perform the following functions: 

 

i) Preparation, maintenance and correction from time to time of the Union 

Priority Lists. According to the Priority List, the whole population is divided 

into three classes: 

 

1) A – persons earning less than Rs. 50/-; 

2) B – people with incomes of less than Rs. 150 but more than Rs. 50/- and 

3) C – people having an income in excess of Rs. 150/-. No ration card for 

rice or paddy is issued to C class people of municipal areas and „B‟ & „C‟ 

class people of rural areas. 

ii) Selection of retailers 

iii) Ensuring distribution of food grains in accordance with the modified 

rationing system 

iv) Watching the food situation and taking necessary action 

v) To attend to and dispose of complaints arising from the inhabitants of the 

union and town. 

 

This committee is to function only in emergencies, hence its duration is restricted to 

one year only. Thus the UB 7 committees will seize to operation from March 1957. 

 

Cross examined 4PWs in Imamuddin Munshi vs Masulluddin and another. Fixed 

11.8.1956 for defence. In Abdul Sobhan Jamadar vs Hashim Jamadar u/s 32 PPC, 

cross examined 6 PWs and fixed 8.8.12956 for defence. 

 

          Shoaib Sultan 

 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan,  

             CSP (Probationer)  
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DISTRICT DIARY OF MR. SHOAIB SULTAN KHAN CSP 

FROM 6TH TO 11 AUGUST, 1956 IN THE DISTRICT OF BAKARGANJ 

 

Monday, August 6, 1956: 

 

Went to the Reserve Police Lines today. RPL is actually the District Head Office of the 

Police. All the orders and papers pass through this office. A number of registers are 

maintained here as detailed below: 

Orderly Room Reg. Part I: For punishments, for gave offences the matter is referred for 

drawing up processions. In such a case, an enquiry is held by the SP or Addl. SP or 

DSP. Evidence is recorded, charge sheet is framed and defence witness is adducted 

and orders are passed accordingly. 

Orderly Room Reg. Part II is for grievances. The SP took up some cases in our 

presence and orders were passed summarily. 

District Order Book is the daily record of orders passed by SP or the Additional SP. 

Morning Report is the daily report of the sanctioned and actual strength of Police force 

both officers and ranks. 

Disposition Book shows the thana wise strength of the police force both officers and 

ranks. 

Disposition Book of the State Armed Force shows the total strength of the SA force and 

the whereabouts of each entry. 

Muster Rolls of officers and ranks is maintained, showing month wise entries about 

their postings etc. 

Index Reg of proceedings is also kept here showing the action taken and thr orders 

passed in the cases. 

Casual Leave Reg of officers and ranks is also maintained the Reserve Office. 

Long Leave Reg. is also kept here. 

Punishment Reg. showing the description of punishment and the dates for 

punishment drill are mentioned in this register. 

The SP also took us round the police lines and we saw the uniform store, where things 

were quite in a surplus. The armoury is divided in two sections 1) police, 2) Ansars. In 

the policy armoury, the most modern weapon there, was the Bretta gun. Besides .303 

muskets, there were grenade rifles also. Because of the lack of means of 
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communications, every sub-division in this district is connected by ratio telephone 

with the headquarters. We went to the control room also and the SP talked over the 

radio telephone with SI Bhola sub-division regarding a certain decoity. There are 

ordinary wireless transmitters also. 

From the Reserve Lines, the SP took us to the district Intelligence Branch Office. The 

DIB is to look after the political and communal subversive activities. They have also to 

keep an eye on foreigners. They have got three methods of getting information 1) 

through paid agents who do not disclose their identity to others; 2) through secret 

interception of messages and 3) through secret inquiries. They also receive weekly 

confidential reports from the thana. The DIB itself prepare a secret weekly report 

which it submits to the IB at Dacca. As regards the utilizing of information received 

through the above mentioned methods, the DIB resorts to a system of indexing. As 

soon as they get some information about the subversive activities of a person, they 

prepare an index card in his name. All references regarding relevant papers about that 

person are noted on the index card. The index cards are maintained in a catalogue 

type of cabinet. The DIB also looks after the security prisoners. Whenever they feel 

after full inquiry that a person should be detained under Public Safety Act, they 

submit a report to the DM through the SP. The DM passes on the report to the 

government with his recommendation for necessary action. 

In the afternoon, took up two cases 1) in Mujjafar Ali Khan vs Kasem and others u/s 

379 PPC, cross examined 4 PWs and fixed 16.8.1956 for defence and 2) in Yakub Ali 

Bhuys vs Mukbul u/s 323 and 352 PPC cross examined, 5 PWs and fixed 16.8.1956 

for PWs. 

Tuesday August 7, 1956: 

Went to the Police Office today. The Addl. SP (South) told us in brief about the working 

of the office and the registers maintained there. Besides submitting fortnightly, six-

monthly and annual reports about the general criminal conditions prevailing in the 

district, a number of registers are maintained in head office. Some of them are detailed 

below: 

1) Records of enquiries and investigations in which the CID takes part by control 

or assistance. 

2) Detective warrant register on forms A&B 

3) Crime index register 

4) Register of CID references received from police stations and other sources. 

5) Register of traced cases. 

6) Register of comments by courts on the conduct of police officers. 
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7) File of sub-divisional police officers fortnightly repor. 

8) File of tour diaries of superintendents. 

9) Confidential character roll of clerks. 

10( Register of procession licenses. 

11) Register of Approvers. 

12) List of persons whose names have been removed from the conviction register. 

13) File of monthly reports of officers incharge of police stations. 

14) File of daily under trial case reports from courts. 

15) List of railway criminals. These criminals are dealt with by the special railway 

police. 

16) File of notifications defining the jurisdiction of Magistrates to whom reports 

should be made of railway accidents and criminal cases occurring on railway 

lines. This file is o no use to this district because there are no railway tracks in 

Bakarganj district. 

17) Register of English letters received. 

18) Records of cases i.e. FIRs, Progress memos, case diaries. 

19) SP‟s note book 

20) Register of cases of minor misconduct. 

21) File or annual returns or administration reports. 

22) File of periodical reports and returns. 

23) Register of absconding offenders. 

24) Brief history of dacoity cases. 

25) Criminal history. 

26) Gang register files and index. 

27) Register of firearms and ammunition purchased by the residents of the district. 

28) Register of rewards granted to dafadars and chowkidars by the SP. 

Besides these register and files, a number of maps are also kept here. We went round 

the different sections such as general, accounts, dacoity etc., accompanied with the 
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DSP. We also went through last year‟s annual report with the DM‟s and DIG‟s 

comments. The six monthly and annual reports of the SP are sent through the DM to 

the DIG of the range. 

In the afternoon, two cases came up for hearing but in Dupai vs Hashem Talukdar, 

both parties were absent, perhaps because of bad weather they could not cross the 

Kala Badr river hence I gave an adjournment in this case and fixed 21.8.1956 for PWs. 

In Noor Mohammad Mulla vs Hatem and another u/s 379, the complaint filed a 

petition for withdrawal of petition of complaint, hence I discharged the accused 

persons u/2 253 CPC. 

Wednesday, August 8, 1956: 

Went to the police office today. The SP explained to us the procedure in cases whose 

complaints are lodged against police officers to the SDO or DM. In such cases where 

the SDO is satisfied that the complaint is true, he starts inquiry against the police 

officer concerned. Sometimes the SDO‟s send the report to the SP for holding inquiry 

and to report his findings to the SDO. Then it is left to the discretion of the SDO either 

to proceed with the inquiry or to drop it as false and fictitious. In cases where 

complaint against a police officer is lodged before a superior police officer, the latter 

himself inquires into the matter or deputes someone else on his behalf to do the same. 

Another important thing which the SP explained to us, was about the proceedings in 

Bad Livelihood cases. In such cases, the person has committed no offence but he is 

suspected of committing an offence in the future. In BL cases, the police first watches 

the person thoroughly, his history sheet is opened in the thana concerned and all 

sorts of entries are made there. On the basis of the history sheet and other relevant 

information collected by the police officer, the person concerned is arrested u/s 55 

CPC and a BL case is started against him u/s 110 CrPC. The magistrate fixes a date 

and himself holds inquiry on the spot in presence of the parties and decides the case 

accordingly. 

From the police office, we went to the PS Kotwali accompanied with the Addl. SP. We 

saw the different registers and records kept there. The history sheet of suspects and 

convicts is one of the most important document here. They are classified in A, B & C 

categories according to their nature of crime. The orders for surveillance passed in 

respect of those offenders, is also al noted on the register sheet. The police officers of 

the rank of SP or Addl. SP can pass orders for surveillance extending to a period of 

three years. For more than 3 years, they must refer the matter to the DM for his 

sanction. Every year the OC has to write his remarks on the history sheet about the 

character of the person during the year under review. The thana officers are also 

required to call on the houses of these offenders after midnight once or twice a month 

to see if they are present or not. 
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The other important document kept at the thana, is the village crime Note Book 

(VCNB) u/r 472 of the Police Regulations of Bengal. This is divided into four parts as 

detailed below: 

i) Crime Register of professions; 

ii) Register of conviction; 

iii) Notes on special outbreak of crime and  

iv) Register of suspected professionals. 

Register of warrants of arrest sent to the police thanas for execution, is also 

maintained in each thana. The figures for 1956 PS Kotwali are as follows: 

Received Executed Recalled Returned otherwise Pending 

516  182  142  83   109 

This chart will show that how many frivolous warrants were issued. Out of a total of 

516 warrants, 142 were recalled. 83 warrants could not be executed because of 

incomplete, defective or wrong orders. Such mistakes are really lamentable because 

they result in unnecessary botheration and expenditure. Out of the 1909 warrants 

pending, we saw that no serious attempts were made by thana officers to execute the 

warrants. 

Besides the above mentioned register, a thana register of warrants for the levy of fines 

is also maintained here. These warrants cannot be executed by a police officer or 

below ASIs rank. Warrants issued under Public Safety Act are also executed by officers 

of ASI‟s rank and above. 

A chowkidari register is also maintained here. The chowkidars and dafadars are 

required to give attendance at the thana weekly. We also perused through the 

comparative figures of crime in PS Kotwali for the year 1955 and 1956 upto 31st July, 

which is detailed below: 

COMPARATIVE CRIME PICTURES 

Year dacoityRobberyBurglaryTheft Murder RiotingOthers Total 

Case  c.s.  Case c.s.Case  c.s.  Case c.s.Case c.s.Case  c.s. Case c.s.  Case c.s. 

1955 5        -   7       -      188    25   136   32   6        4      19     10 78   38 

1956 5        -    9       1     217    14    144   18   1        -      4        4 76  56 

c.s. (charge sheeted) Total case: 440/456 C.S. 109/63 
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These figures show that in 90% cases, the culprits got away scot free and were not 

charge sheeted. The offences are on the increase but the %age of detection is going 

down as is clear from the above figures. 

Thursday, August 9, 1956: 

In the morning, went to see the office of the Court Inspector (CI). There is one CI for 

both Sadar North and South subdivisions. The different registers and documents 

which we saw there, are detailed below: 

MAGISTRATES GENERAL REGISTER OF CASES COGNIZABLE BY POLICE: 

All cases in which First Information Report (FIR) are lodged with the police, are 

entered in this register. If the investigating officer takes more than reasonable time i.e. 

more than a fortnight in submitting his report of the court, then entries in red ink are 

made in this register and investigating officer is called upon to give an explanation. 

321 such cases have been started in the Sadar (North) subdivision and 820 cases in 

Sadar (South) subdivision during 1956. 

NON GENERAL REGISTER is the register of minor offences such as offence falling 

u/s 34 of the Police Act or Sc 107, 145 etc., of the CrPC. These are not FIR cases. 

FINAL MEMORANDUM.The findings of the Magistrates in such cases are noted here. 

Three copies are make, one is sent to the Circle Inspector, one to SP and one remains 

in CI‟s office. If the SP feels that an appear or motion should be preferred, he sends 

the copy of the memo with his comments to the DM for passing final orders. 

DAILY UNDERTRIAL CASES REPORT is an important document. A copy of it is sent 

to the SP who forwards it to DM. After scrutiny, the DM returns it to the SP where it is 

filed. In one case we found that the Magistrate had given 21 remands and it was only 

one and half years after the institution of the case that the judgment was passed. 

Such delay is really deplorable. 

We also went to the Police Malkhana where confiscated guns and other court exhibits 

are kept. A Malkhana register is maintained to show the whereabouts of the things 

placed in the Malakhana. 

We also went to ADM (Food). Major Raza Khan‟s office today. He briefly explained to us 

the “OPERATION SERVICE FIRST”. He was very optimistic about the food situation 

and with the arrival of the Indian rice, he was confident that the situation will improve 

tremendously. 

There were two cases in my file today but in both the cases petitions for time were 

filed. In Azhar Ali Hawaldar vs Ismail and others u/s 379 PPC, both parties wanted 

time because there was talk of compromise. Fixed 20.8.1956 for PWs. In the other 

case, the complainant who is a woman had submitted a petition for time on medical 
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grounds but as no medical certificate was attached hence I awarded adjournment cost 

to the accd persons. 

Friday, August 10, 1956: 

This morning we went to the office of the Circle Inspector (CI) “A” i.e. of Sadar 

subdivision. The main study of the CI is to look after the work of his subordinate ccs 

in their respective thanas. For this purpose, he is kept well informed of the crime 

situation in the thanas and Index of crime register is maintained in the CI‟s office. As 

soon as an FIR is lodged in any thana, the information is to be immediately sent to the 

CI. In dacoity, murder or robbery cases, the information is to be sent by special 

messenger. An index of crime is maintained for each thana. Besides this register, a 

crime control register is also maintained at circle office, in which the CI makes is 

observations about individual CCs and calls for their explanation regarding the same. 

An order book is also kept here for passing special orders. Although the CIs are not 

required to investigate each and every case reported in their circle buyt they are 

supposed to take up important cases and usually they do investigate murder and 

dacoity cases. 

Today being Friday, there was no magisterial work to do. 

Saturday, August 11, 1956: 

Started for Pirojpur at 2.30 pm by government launch “GLIVIA”. Owing to the economy 

driver, government launches are not allowed to run the dynamo hence we had to halt 

for the night at Kawkhali. We visited the police station there. As is the case 

everywhere, crime figures showed a tremendous increased in this thana also. The last 

FIR was recorded on 8.8.1956. We also saw the Malkhana besides perusing through 

the daily diary, inspection register etc. 

By chance we met the Circle Officer (CO) North also, who had some from Perojpur to 

distribute agriculturists loans. Some people complained to us that they are not setting 

loan. On enquiry we found that only Rs. 2,500 have been allotted for this PS which 

has got five Unions with a population of 15,000. The maximum amount of loan given 

to an individual is Rs. 25/- and the minimum, is Rs. 16/-. We met a PUS also. He 

complained that because of lack of funds, it is not possible for him to take up any 

construction work. He informed us that 2/3 of the fund is spent on establishment 

only. 

Shoaib Sultan 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate Bakarganj. 

SHOAIB SULTAN, CSP 

(Probationer) 
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP from 12th August to 18th August 

1956 in the district of Bakarganj 

Sunday, August 12, 1956: 

Reached Perojpur at about 9.00 am and went straight to SDO‟s house. He showed us 

the programme which he had chalked out for us. He took us round the town and we 

visited one Municipal Primary School and the Police Station. 

In the afternoon went to Hularhat and visited the office of the Soriktala Dumritala 

Union Board. Saw the union‟s registers maintained there. The permanent register was 

not properly kept entries were defective or incomplete. It didn‟t give the whole picture 

about the union board affairs as it is expected to do. The President of this UB is an 

educated person and besides being a lawyer, he is also the Secretary of the Sports 

Association. But here again the complaint was about lack of funds. The estimated 

receipts for the ensuing year are Rs. 4,972, out of which Rs. 3,762 have been assessed 

u/s 37*a) of the Village Self Government Act of 1919. That is establishment – pay of 

the Dafadars, Chowkidars etc. and Rs. 1,210 only have been assessed u/s 37(b) of the 

said Act which is meant for reconstruction work. This is simply appalling a glance at 

the fitures gtiven below will give the whole picture in a nutshell: 

Income: (including education cess)   Rs. 6,523-5-0 

Expenditure: 

Pay of Dafadatrs and chowkidars    Rs. 2,531 – 5 – 0 

To Dafadars for K.oil     Rs.      12 – 0 – 0 

Stationery       Rs. 171 – 0 – 0 

Pay of the clerk      Rs. 420 – 0 – 0 

Commission for collection     Rs. 391 – 0 – 0 

Road construction      Rs.   30 – 0 – 0 

Road repairs       Rs. 697 – 8 – 0 

Bridge repairs      Rs. 35 – 12 – 0 

Loan repayment      Rs.   1,100 – 0 – 0 

Education       Rs. 1,082 -15 – 0 

Misc.        Rs.      48 – 0 – 0 

   Total:     Rs. 6,519 – 9 – 0 
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Thus hardly 25% of the budget is allotted for works of public utility. There are 10 

primary schools in this Union Board having a population of over 10,000. There is no 

dispensary. No provision has been made for poor fund so far. We emphasized on the 

PUB as well as on the members the necessity for taking up these things. Besides we 

also told them the benefits of encouraging cottage industries such as coir industry. We 

asked the PU to start a model poultry farm and also to introduce pasciculture which 

could be taken up at a very small initial cost. The PUB of this UB is well educated and 

has an earnest desire to do things for public good. Above all he has got a keen desire 

to encourage sports but due to the dearth of play grounds, has not been able to 

introduce sports in every village of his Union. The area of this UB is 14 sq. miles and 

there are 2,468 khanas. Out of a population of 10,000, the number of voters is only 

2,800. The reason perhaps is that a substantial portion of the population consists of 

children. The Dafadars and chowkidars have not been paid since last Chait i.e. for 3 

months because there has been no collection of Union rate in the current year owing 

to the food crisis. The Dafadars and chdowkidars have been paid in full for the last 

year 

We returned to our launch S.L. Olivia in the evening. 

Monday, August 13, 1956: 

This morning first we went to the Excise shop accompanied with the SDO. We checked 

the license and found it duly renewed for 1956. Only opium, bhang and ganja are kept 

in this shop, we found no liquor there. This shopkeeper gets about one seer of bhang 

per year and 8 to 11 chattanks of opium and ganja per month. The following quantity 

was found in this shop: 

Item   Chattank  Tolas  Grains 

Opium   4   8  90 

Ganja   4   3  115 

Bhang   1   2  115 

From the excise shop, we went to the Civil Hospital. This was a Municipal Hospital 

previously but now it has been provincialised. It is under the charge of an ex-army 

Captain who has been a POW in Malaya for 3-1/2 years during the last World War. 

The following statistics gives a picture of the hospital: 

1. Total number of beds:  24 

Male general   12 

Female general   4 

Paying cholera  4 
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2. Staff      18 

Compounder-cum-clerk 1 

Compounder   1 

Male Nursing Attendt 3 

Female Nurse Attdt  2 

Peon    1 

Male ward servants  2 

Female ward servants 2 

Cook    1 

Masalchis   2 

Male Sweeper  2 

Female Sweeper  1 

3. Comparative figures of cases treated: 

Year  General  Malaria  K.A.  Total 

1955  14,358  3,865   43  18,223 

1956    8,567  1,976   23  10,566 

Upto 12.8.56 

 

The K.A. disease is the black fever. 

We also went round the different wards of the hospital. There is no x-ray unit here. 

The operation theatre is also not very well equipped. The number of beds to the 

general ward particularly is grossly inadequate. The female ward is also very ill-

equipped. There is no separate labour room, only a make shift arrangement exists. We 

came to learn from the SDO that a maternity welfare centre has already been 

constructed but it has not started functioning because of lack of staff and equipment. 

On the whole, the hospital was very lean and appeared to be quite well managed. The 

present doctor seems to be quite energetic and hardworking. 

From the hospital, we went to the Sadar Girls High School. There are 175 students on 

the roll. The building is not suitable for a school because it needs extensive repairs. 

Next we went to the sub divisional jail. Its condition was just horrible. We were 

informed that it has got an accommodation for 65 prisoners only but 165 prisoners 

were there at the moment. We found them squatting in a room, where they could 

hardly stretch their limbs. An unbearable stink was coming from that room. There 

were 32 convicts and 135 under trials all crowding in one room. It is a horrible sight. 

A new block is under construction since last October and is expected to b ready by 

next January. 

From the jail we went to SDO‟s court. The Addl SDO (Food) Lt. Janjua, came there and 

handed over his charge to the SDO as the army administration had ceased to function 
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since last night according to government orders. The SDO took cognizance on a 

number of complaints in our presence. After attending his court for more than an 

hour, we went to our launch for lunch. 

At 3.30 pm, we conducted the distribution of sericulturists loans to the inhabitants of 

Preerhat Union Board. The list of the loanees had been prepared before hand by 

members of the UB in consultation with the CO. I think this requires a lot of vigilance 

on the part of the COs, because the PUB or the members are apt to be partial in most 

cases. In one case, we found that the name of one person had been written twice. The 

GO considered it merely a slip but I am sure this intentional. I don‟t think that the 

COs take as much pain as they should in preparation of the loanees list. They depend 

too much on the Presidents of the UBs. About 300 persons got loan today. The 

amount ranged between Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. 

Soon after this we attended a meeting of the Relief Committees. I was informed by the 

SD that the members of this committee have been directly nominated by the 

government without even consulting the SDO or the DM. There were quite a number of 

items on the agenda for instance a sub- committee was to be formed for the 

distribution of milk, dates etc., in flood affected areas and to the poor in general. What 

I could gather about the whole thing was that none of the members were interested in 

taking any responsibility on their own shoulders. As someone aptly put it that they 

were there only to pass resolutions, with the rest they were not concerned at all. 

Tuesday, August 14, 1956: 

This morning we had chalked out a programme to visit Swrupkati and see the coir 

industry there and also the UB and the thana. But the SDO received instructions not 

to leave the he4adquarters hence we decided to visit near about UBs. 

Today being Independence Day, we got the national flag unfurled to the mast of the 

launch. First we headed towards Pathashi. The SDO told us that this is one of the 

good UBs. Later on we ourselves were able to see this with the same amount of income 

as of some other UBs. This UB has been able to allot about Rs. 1,000 or more for 

works of public utility. This UB had a poor fund as well. But it was astonishing as well 

as deplorable that out of Rs. 925/9/-, collected as poor fund over the last four year, 

much was not spent out of it. The amount was still lying intact. The PUBs must know 

to make a better use of this money. The assessment u/s 37 (a) i.e. for establishment 

was Rs. 3,300 and u/s 37 (B) i.e. for works of public good Rs. 1,821. Again out of the 

later amount, the PUB and the members were able to save Rs. 500 last year. I don‟t 

know why? They aught to spend the whole amount assessed for works of public utility. 

It is no good saying something even from the meager amount available. This was a 

class A UB because its collection had been over 90% last year. For less than 90% and 

more than 80% collection, B class is given to a UB and for less than 75% C class. 

The expenditure during the last year as follows: 
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Pay of Dafadars & chowkidars     2,291-12-0 

Dress of dafadars & chowkidars          361-2-0 

K.oil to dafadars & chowkidars            12-0-0 

Stationery             254-8-0 

Pay of UB clerk            300-0-0 

Collection commission           139-0-0 

Road construction         1,163-0-0 

Road repair                23-8-0 

Bridge repair                  7-0-0 

The area of this UB is 12 sq. miles with a population of over 12,000. A register for 

unemployed persons is also maintained in the UB office. In this UB, this register 

showed 300 to 250 as unemployed. 

From Pathashi we went to see the Praerhat UB. This UB is the worst of its type. There 

are 72 UBs in Perojpur subdivision and the SDO informed us that this UB is 72 in the 

gradation list. It is classified in the C category by the CO. There is a huge arrear 

collection to be done here. The Poor Fund is Rs. 360, has not been utilized and is lying 

in the Post Office Savings Bank for the last 3 years. One of the members remarked 

that we couldn‟t make proper use of the Fund because, there are no poor in our UB 

jurisdiction. It was simply a demonstration of a lamentable lack of imagination and 

feeling. 

We also saw the River Police outpost there. Five constables and one ASI were present 

there. For long the only offenders which these people have been able to apprise are 

those contravening the Pakistan Navigation Act. Crimes are on the increase these days 

and I think if the River Police helps a keen vigil they can easily catch the offenders 

who usually make their way out through these rivers. 

Wednesday, August 15, 1956: 

At 5.00 am, started for Hularhat where we reached at 8.00 am and took the SDO with 

us from there. From Hularhatd we reached Sarsani. This place is famous because of a 

Madrassah – a centre of religious learning. We went round the Madrassah building. 

There are about 500 students who are receiving instruction in religious learning. The 

highest degree in religious learning recognized by the Dacca University, is awarded 

here. The best part about this institution is that education is imparted free and there 

is provision for free accommodation as well as board for 350 students. The institution 

is being run and managed by the Pir Sahib of Sarsina. The hostel requires great 

attention so far as sanitary conditions go. 
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The SDO had also to make an inquiry regarding a minority affair. We also 

accompanied him there. 

From Sarsani before starting for Chakhar I, gather from the OC of the police station 

that crime has not shown an upward trend in this PS. As compared to 8 dacoits last 

year till July, there have been only 5 dacoits so far and 3 have been charge sheeted. 

We reached Chakhar at about 3.00 pm because we had to cover 4 miles by Jolly boat. 

The launch could not come upto Chakhar because only a narrow khal comes up to 

that place. 

At Chakhar we saw the Fazlul Haq Degree College. It has got a very impressive 

building. There are about 550 students on the roll. The laboratories seemed to be not 

very well equipped. Owing to the lack of hostel accommodation, we found students 

putting up in one of the halls of the college. We had an informal talk with the Principal 

and some Lectures of the institution. All of them complained about the lack of funds. 

The Principal informed me that the college is going to be provincialised very soon 

which I think is the most sensible thing to do if the institution is to prosper. The 

Principal also gave us a brief picture about the extra-curricular activities of the 

institution. 

 

We were also informed by some inhabitants of Chakhar that although the second 

instalment of the agricultural loan has been received there about a fortnight back but 

it has not been distributed as yet. The SDO promised to look into the matter. We 

returned to Hularhat and halted there till next morning. 

 

Thursday, August 16, 1956: 

 

We started from Hularhat at about 10 am and reached Jhalakati at 12.30 pm. First we 

visited the police station. Our of 4 Sub-inspectors and 4 ASIs, only 2 ASIs were 

present. We were informed the rest had gone to the Mufassal. On looking through the 

warrant register, I found that warrants received on 11.8.1956 for execution, had not 

been even assigned for execution till 16th. The reason given by the ASI was that the OC 

is ill and the rest of Sis have been out since then. This was simply a lame excuse. The 

following figures show the real state of affairs: 

Statement of crime 

Dacoity   Robbery     Burgkart 

Year  Case  Charge Case  Charge Case Chage  
  Reported sheeted reported sheeted reported  sheeted  
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1955 (for 7  2  7  -  43  9 
the whole year) 
 
1956  6  -  8  2  33  12 
(up todate) 
 
From the police station, we went to the office of the Circle Officer (CO0. He was out. 
The clerk showed us a few documents regarding the distribution of loans. Both the 
instalments had been distributed here. In fact the Clerk seemed to have not very 
thorough knowledge of the work which he is supposed to do. The office also seemed to 
be in a mess. This is quite a big circle with a population of about 3 lacs. I think the CO 
should take up his duties more seriously. 
 
We also met the Village AID Development Officer stationed at Jhalakati. The project 
area covers PS Jhalakati only. The DO informed us that the project is still in its 
infancy and at an experimental stage. At present there are 20 workers in the area. It is 
almost on the same pattern as in West Pakistan. The workers help the villagers in 
starting or developing cottage industries such as coir etc. Machines are supplied by 
the department if possible. Demonstrations are also given by the workers for 
improving agriculture etc. At present there are 6 demonstration farms in the project 
area for popularizing the Japanese method of cultivation. The DO has also got a motor 
boat, the motor is a present from the Canadian Government. I think if these small 
motor boats could be supplied to the police stations in this district, it will bring down 
crime figures to a great extent. 
 
Started for headquarters at about 3.00 pm and reached Barisal at 5.00 pm. 
 
 

 
Friday 17th& Saturday 19 August 1956: Moharram Holidays. 
 
 
          Shoaib Sultan 

 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan,  
             CSP (Probationer)  
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP from 20th August to 26stAugust 

1956 in the district of Bakarganj 

Monday, August 20, 1956: 

Today was a very heavy day because the courts had opened after almost a week. I had 

a number of cases on my file. 

In Imanuddin Munshi vs Masuledd and other u/s 323 PPC, I delivered judgment and 

sentenced both the accused persons to pay a fine of Rs. 20/- each i.d. 7 days R.I. 

In Abdul Sobhan Jamadar vs Hashim Jamadar u/s 323 PPC and 24 of the Cattle 

trespass Act, the complainant filed a petition for compromise and withdrawal which I 

granted u/s 345 and 248 CPC respectively. 

In Yakub Beopari vs Makbul and other, no DWs were produced and I fixed 23.8.1956 

for argument. 

In Mujaffar Ali vs Kasim and other u/s 379, examined 3 DWs and fixed 25.8.1956 for 

arguments. 

In Chand Khan vs Abdul Gafur u/s 379, the complainant filed a petition praying that 

the PWs had been won over and hence could not be produced for x-xam. Accused 

discharged u/s 253 CPC. 

In Izhar Ali Hawaldar vs Ismail u/s 379, the complainant was absent hence 

discharged the accused u/s 253 CPC. 

In the afternoon attended a meeting of grain dealers called by the DM and attended by 

ADM, SP and others. The DM rightly warned them that if they don‟t bring down the 

price of rice, the consequences will be dire. The dealers contended that they cannot 

sell it cheap because they get it at Rs. 40/ or Rs. 45/- a maund. The ADM aptly 

retorted that how were they able to do so when the military asked them to do that. The 

DM gave them 5 days, after that he said necessary steps will be taken. I think a firm 

policy is essential at this stage. 

Tuesday, August 21, 1956: 

Took two cases in the morning. In Dopai Sikdar vs Hashem and Lalmian examined 4 

PWs and framed charge u/s 379. Fixed 28.8.1956 for x-xam and further PWs. In 

Hafiza Khatoon vs Allan and other u/s 323, both parties filed a petition for 

compromise which I granted u/s 395 CPC and acquitted both the accused. 

In the afternoon attended a meeting of the District Sports Association of which the DM 

is ex-officio the President. The meeting was called to finalise arrangements for the 

forthcoming visit of the football team of Mohammadan Sporting Club, Calcutta. 

Wednesday, August 22, 1956: 
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In the morning went to the General Department to see the working of the same. 

General Department has got another branch named as English Department. Originally 

all English correspondence used to go through this department. Now only 

correspondence regarding certain specific subjects is dealt by this section. These 

subjects are noted below: 

1. Annual Administration Report of the Municipalities and District Board. 

2. Misc. correspondence i.e. publicity, Ansars, public health etc. 

3. Inspection reports of DM, ADM and Commissioner 

4. Educational matters 

5. Act and amendments, circulars from higher authorities, preparation of 

accessories list etc. 

We also saw the issue and receipt register and I  tallied the issue register with the 

dispatch register of stamps. 

The general section consists of the following sub-sections: 

1. Establishment Section 

2. Bill and budget 

3. Rural Development, election and returns pertaining to general deptt. 

4. Type section 

5. Comparing, forms and dispatch section 

6. The library is also under this department. 

As we are also in subordinate charge of the department for three days, hence we 

perused through the papers and files and passed necessary orders. 

In Ahmad Hawaldar vs Athar u/s 448 as the complainant was absence, hence I 

discharged the accused u/s 259 CPC. 

Sat in DM‟s office in the afternoon where the DM heard few certificate appeals. 

Thursday, August 23, 1956: 

We were in subordinate charge of the general department today hence today we looked 

through the papers of this department and passed necessary orders. 

Two cases came up in my court today. In Yakub Ali Beopari vs Makbul and others 

u/ss 380 and 352 PPC, heard both sides and fixed 27.8.1956 for judgment. 
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In Abdul Ghani Mulla vs Jamil and others u/s 323, a compromise petition was filed by 

both the parties which I granted u/s 345 PPC. 

Friday, August 24, 1956: 

Today again we were in subordinate charge of the English Department. It being Friday, 

there was no magisterial work to do. 

Saturday, August 25, 1956: 

Today also we were in subordinate charge of the General Department. I have already 

discussed at length in my diary somewhere earlier that what sort of papers come to 

this department, we perused through these papers and passed necessary orders. 

Only one case came up for hearing in my court today but as the DWs were absent, in 

spite of the service of the summons on them, the case had to be adjourned to 1st 

September 1956 for cross examination of DWs and arguments. The defence undertook 

to produce the DWs on1.9.1956, hence warrants were not issued against them. Sat in 

ADM‟s office for some time. He gave me a file of criminal appeal to write out judgment 

for practice and experience. 

          Shoaib Sultan 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan 
             CSP (Probationer) 
          Barisal 
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan CSP from 
27th August to 1st September, 1956 in the district of Bakarganj 

 

Monday, August 27, 1956 

Delivered judgment in Yakub Ali Bepary vs Makbul and others U/Ss 380 and 352. 

Acquitted all the accused persons u/s 258 (1) CPC. 

Today has been declared as Hartal Day by the Awami League to show resentment 

against the order of the Governor proroguing the provincial assembly. Went round the 

city with the DM to have an on the spot information of the situation. The Hartal 

appeared to be a failure because 99% of the shops were open and normal business 

was going on. The DM also visited the Sadar Hospital and the surgeon incharge took 

him round the different wards. The DM told me that this district hospital is by far the 

best out of all the district hospitals he has seen. Went to the Sadar Girls School as 

well to check the attendance of students today. The Hartal had not at all affected the 

attendance there. 

Today we were scheduled to visit the office of the District Adjutant of Ansars. Ansars is 

a voluntary force. It is quite a recent origin i.e. 1948. There are about 84,000 Ansars 

in this district. In every subdivision, there is a sub-division Adjutant of Ansars. There 

are Assistant Adjutant in thana as well. Thirty Ansars from a platoon which is placed 

under a platoon Commander. The DM is the district commandant. All the Ansars get 

basic training, but a selected few i.e. about 300 from each subdivision get rifle training 

once in a year at the district headquarters. The main complaint of the Adjutant was 

that the police rather looks at them with suspicion and does not give the due 

cooperation. Another very legitimate grievance of the Ansars is that uniforms are not 

supplied to them as it was the practice a year back. 

Tuesday, August 28, 1956: 

In Dopai Sikdar vs Hashem Talukdar u/s 379, xed 2 PWs and xed 6PWs. Fided 

13.9.1956 for defence and arguments. 

In the afternoon, left for Jhalakati along with the DM by government launch S.K. 

Margaret, reaching there at 7.00 pm. 

Wednesday, August 29, 1956: 

Accompanied the DM to the Municipal Hall where he granted interview to officials and 

non-officials of the Jhalakati Town. The Ansars presented a guard of honour to the 

DM. Their out turn was just disgraceful. Only a few of them were uniformed. I think 

such rallies should be discontinued because they don‟t do any honour to the 

distinguished visitor. 
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Went to the thana office and found the entries in warrant register and the gun license 

register specially and other registers in general incomplete or defective. We detected 

defalcations as well. The whole thing was in a horrible mess. It is strange that this 

thana inspite of being regularly inspected by police officials, as the inspection register 

showed, was in such a pitiable state. 

From the thana office, we went to the local girls school for inspection. 

After lunch, visited the Village AID Fish Farm. The V-AID project is still in its infancy 

here and nothing praiseworthy has been done by them as yet, at least in the Jhalakati 

project area.  

At 4.00 pm, we again went to the Municipal Hall where DM had called a meeting of the 

elite of Jhalakati population and also the grain dealers. First the question of water 

works was taken up and it was decided that the population Jhalakati should 

contribute Rs. 15,000/- towards the cost of the scheme, the rest Rs. 33,000 was to be 

contributed by the Municipal Board and government. The DM also addressed the grain 

dealers emphasizing upon them the necessity for bringing down price of rice, went to 

see the electric power house and the East Bengal oil and Rice Mills. 

At night attended a variety show presented by the girls of the girls school. Three prizes 

for recitation, dance and song and one special prize were given by the DM. 

Thursday, August 30, 1956: 

Returned from Jhalakati on SL Margaret at about 11.00 am. The offices were closed 

today because of the death of Mr. Ghulam Mohammad, ex-Governor General of 

Pakistan. 

Friday, August 31, 1956: 

Today we went to see the working of Provincial Excise Department. Provincial Excise is 

under Finance and Revenue Department with a Commissioner of Excise on the top. 

This department has got Superintendent of Excise in each district or sometimes one 

for two districts. They are under the Collector of the district. Besides the 

Superintendent of Excise, there are Inspectors and Sub-inspectors in subdivisions and 

thanas. In this district, there are no Inspectors but there are 5 Sub-inspectors. The 

Excise ordarlies are uniformed because the function of this department is two fold 1) 

collection and 2) prevention. There are only 16 orderlies in this district. The clerks in 

the office of the Supdt are usually on deputation from the Collectorate. Chars, Ganja, 

Opium, Tari, Bhang etc. etc., come under the jurisdiction of this department. A 

warehouse is maintained in each district to supply these goods to the dealers. The 

dealers have to deposit the tax as well as the price in the treasury from where they get 

a challan, on showing that the challan at the warehouse goods are delivered to them. 

The shops are of two types 1) single shops were only one of the mentioned goods are 

sold and 2) combined shops where more than one of the excisable goods are sold. 
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Besides the tax and the price e.g. the price of 1 seer of Ganja is Rs. 19/- while the tax 

is Rs. 257/-, the dealers have to pay vend fee as well according to the schedule issued 

by the Excise Department. 

The location and number of excise shops is decided by the Excise Board where 3 

members must be appointed from amongst the public. The Collector is ex-officio the 

President of the Board. This board also decides the number of licenses to be renewed, 

without its sanction, collector cannot renew any license. But still the actual sanction 

for opening an excise shop by either X or Y or Z is decided by the Collector. The same 

is the case with regard to renewals. 

Today being Friday, there wasn‟t any case for hearing on my file. 

Saturday, September 1, 1956: 

Attended monthly verification of the treasury done by the ADM. I have already 

discussed in detail the procedure of monthly verification of the treasury somewhere 

earlier in my diary. 

X-examined 3 PWs in Mujjaffar Ali vs Makbul and another u/s 379 and heard 

arguments. Fixed 14.9.1956 for judgement, because I am going to Bhola on 3rdfo sub-

divisional training and will not be returning before 13th September. 

Attended ADM‟s court for some time where he heard about 3 or 4 appeals while I was 

present. 

 

          Shoaib Sultan 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan,  
             CSP (Prob) Barisal 
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District Diary of Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, CSP in the District of Bakarganj from  

2nd September, 1956 to 8th September, 1956 

 

Sunday, September 2, 1956: 

The DM had called a meeting of the SDOs to discuss the food situation today at 1200 

noon. We have also asked by the DM to attend. Three of the Circle Officers (COs) were 

also present, besides the 5 SDOs. All the SDOs reported that the situation was rather 

alarming. The price of rice was shooting up like anything. In all the sub-divisions, it 

was ranging between Rs. 50 to 650 a maund or even more. In view of the government 

circular that no maximum selling price should be fixed and no obstacles or 

restrictions should be put on free movement of rice from one district to another. The 

situation was becoming worse from day-to-day. As the DM put it, in fact Bakarganj 

district was being “held while” because of the policy of free movement of rice. The 

traders from the deficit districts like Dacca, Comilla etc., were offering fancy prices to 

the dealers here and hence all the rice was going out of the district. The DM informed 

the meeting that he has already moved the provincial government for stopping this 

racket. The dealers coming from other districts must get their permits countersigned 

by the SDO concerned before purchasing even a maund of rice. The DM also asked the 

SDOs to constantly visit the important hats and grain markets and should use their 

influence in bringing down prices. It was also resolved to fix a maximum selling price. 

The DM told us that he has already moved the government in this respect. He also 

gave some advices to the SDOs and those present for bettering the administration. 

Monday, September 3, 1956: 

This morning I was supposed to leave for Bhola for sub-divisional training, but owing 

to the non-availability of a government launch, I couldn‟t leave. Now I am scheduled to 

leave on 5th morning. As there was no case on my file today, hence sat in DM‟s office 

till lunch. 

In the afternoon visited the Land Acquisition Department. The Bengal Land 

Acquisition Manual of1917 governs this department. Usually proposals for acquiring 

land are received from different departments. Register 4 in this office is the proposal 

register. When a proposal for acquiring land has been received, a gazette notification 
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with regard to the same is published and notices are issued to the owners of that plot 

of land individually. After this notification, a government surveyor is authorized to 

survey that price of land or do all other acts necessary to ascertain whether the land is 

adapted for such purpose or not. Persons interested in land notified u/s 4(1) can file 

objections u/s 5A(1). The objections will be heard by the Collector and the case will be 

decided by him accordingly. If the objections are rejected, the land is acquired. After 

enquiry into measurements, value and claims, the award list is approved by the 

Collector and immediate notice should be given to the interested persons u/s 12(2). 

After an award has been made u/s 11, immediate possession of the land shall 

thereupon vest in government. Reference to court can also be made by person who 

don‟t accept the award because of an objection to measurement or to the amount of 

compensation. As for payments, cheques are issued by the LAO which could be 

cashed in the treasury. 

Tuesday, September 4, 1956: 

Today I was supposed to be at Bhola, hence there was no magisterial work to do and 

no department to see, hence I sat in DM‟s office and watched him granting interviews 

and dealing with files of misc. type. 

On the afternoon, read the Land Acquisition Manual of 1917. 

Wednesday, September 5, 1956: 

Started for Bhola sub-division in the morning on government launch S.L. Loinifred, 

along with the SDO Bhola. Reached Hilsaghat at 1.00 pm and from there went to 

Bhola by weapon-carrier. In the evening had a chat with the SDO Mr. Najmul Haque, 

who gave me a brief picture about Bhola Sub-division. This is an island sub-division. 

On one side is the Meghana, on the other Kala Badur and Tutulia. Bay of Bengal is 

hardly forty miles from Hilsaghat. The sub-division is divided into two circles – north 

and south – each under one Circle Officer (CO). There are 42 Union Boards (UBs) in 

all; 20 of them in the north circle and the rest in the south. There are five police 

stations. This is the only sub-division in Bakarganj district where there is road 

communication. Most of these roads are rendered useless during the rainy season i.e. 

from June to the middle of October. Touring is really difficult during this period. 

Government launches are also not of much use because it is not safe to play in big 
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rivers like Meghana which are as wide as 25 miles at some places. The accretions to 

the mainland are increasing every year. Coconuts and betel nuts are in abundance 

here. Paddy is the main crop here also as elsewhere in Bengal. While coming from 

Hilsaghat to Bhola town – a distance of about 7 miles – I noticed that the sanding crop 

seemed to be quite good. The population of Bhola sub-division is about 6 lacs and that 

of the town is about 8 to 9 thousand. This is the only municipal town in this sub-

division. 

Thursday, September 6, 1956: 

Today sat with SDO in his court where he took up different type of cases. First he 

looked through the important file in his chamber before coming to the court. In the 

court, the SDO first took up the complaints. Most of the complaints he transferred to 

the courts of the II & III officers after taking cognizance without recording any 

statement of the complainant. The cognizance was taken on the petition of complaint, 

because a prima facie case was made out. In the meanwhile the ASI brought three 

accused persons whom he presented for recording their confession. But on enquiry 

after the police has been removed, the accused persons declined to confess. This 

happened in two cases today. In both the cases, the accused persons declined to 

confess. They were sent to judicial lock up later on. The SDO took cognizance on 

certain cases after reading initial statement of the complainant. He kept these cases 

on his own file. Then a few cases came up where criminal proceedings had been 

started by a certificate officer against the Zamin of the CD for nonpayment of the dues. 

Most of these cases result in payment of the amount ultimately and then the SDO or 

magistrate has to drop proceedings although the criminal liability of the CDs or their 

Zamins does not abate with the payment of the amount. A few 107 CrPC cases also 

came up. In most of these cases, the case was either referred to the OC police station 

concerned or the PUB for enquiry and report. The PUBs seem to be very slack in this 

respect. In one case u/s 107 CrPC, the complainant wanted that a warning should 

only be given to the opposite party. In other cases the complainant wanted the 

Opposite party to be bound down for a year for keeping the peace. 

One very interesting case came up where the police of PS Daulat Khan had seized 6 

barrels of diesel oil on the plea that it contained oil and that it was unclaimed. The 

complainant produced all the relevant receipts showing purchase of 6 barrels oil from 
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the agent of Burmah Shell at Bhola. The agents also showed the carbon receipts which 

tallied with the number of the original receipts. This was a clear case of bungling and 

harassment by the police. SDO ordered the restoration of the property forthwith and 

asked for an explanation of the OC Daulat Khan. 

Returned to the DB dak bungalow at about 5.00 pm. 

Friday, September 7, 1956: 

Today again attended SDO‟s court. As it was Friday, hence there were only four or five 

new complaints to be taken cognizance of and some general file work to do. 

In the evening, went to see the sub-jail. Out of the few jails, I have seen, I think this 

sub-jail was better in every respect. It was very neat and clean, the wardens and the 

sentry on duty were quite alert and smart and the food supplied to the prisoners was 

very good consisting of dal, rice, vegetable curry and fish curry. The quantity of curry 

seemed to be rather insufficient but still it was not very inadequate. There were 68 

prisoners including two females. 9 out of these were convicts. 5 of them I gathered 

were soon to be transferred to the Central Jail. Out of the remaining 4, two were short 

term convicts and 2 were required here in some other cases. 

I found a teen ager UTP who claimed to be a student in some Madrassa, also there. He 

was charged u/s 380 PPC. I think it is better to release such UTPs on bail otherwise 

they will become seasoned criminals in company of the criminals. I was glad to see 

that the SDO also took note of it. There were only 3 UTPs who had been in the jail for 

more than six months. The SDO informed me that their case couldn‟t be taken up 

earlier because they were accused of forging a document and the opinion of the 

handwriting expert was received very late by the trying court. Any way the SDO 

remarked in the sub-jail inspection register for expeditious disposal of this case. 

Saturday, September 8, 1956: 

This morning attended Mr. Siddiq‟s Magistrate First Class court. He took up a GR case 

besides other cases in which he recorded evidence of 6 PWs and framed charge u/ss 

457, 380, 411 and 225 against the three accused persons. 
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The SDO was to take up a very sensational robbery case today. The facts of the case 

were that a manager of a local firm while coming to Bhola with Rs. 10,000 cash in a 

leather bag, was robbed of it on the highway. The case could not be taken up today 

because the defence lawyer who was to come from Barisal, could not come. The SDO 

did the other routine work and took up other cases. 

          Shoaib Sultan 

Submitted to the Director, Civil service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate, Bakarganj. 

          Shoaib Sultan 

          CSP (Probationer), Barisal 
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DISTRICT DIARY OF MR. SHOAIB SULTAN KHAN CSP, FROM  

9TH SEPTEMBER TO 15TH SEPTEMBE, 1956 IN THE DISTRICT OF BAKARGANJ 

 

Sunday, September 9, 1956: 

 

The SDO had fixed today for a Bad Livelihood case local trial. As I have already 

mentioned somewhere earlier in my diary that when police is able to collect sufficient 

material against a person to get him convicted u/s 110 CrPC, they get the sanction of 

the SP or Addl. SP for drawing up proceedings against them. After getting the 

necessary sanction, the accused persons are arrested and they are produced before 

the SDO who releases them on bail and action is taken against him u/s 112 CrPC and 

later on u/s 118 CrPC. 

 

In this case two persons were hauled up by the police. We reached the place of local 

trial Dhuniya at about 1.00 pm. First the OC Bhola PS was examined and his evidence 

recorded. Later on other witnesses came up. When proceedings are draw u/s 110 

CrPC, the warrant procedure is followed with one difference that the PWs are x-xed 

then and there. In this case 31 PWs were examined by the SDO and a remand, was 

given for further PWs and order. The accused persons have got the liberty to produce 

DPWs if they like. The selection of corroborating witnesses didn‟t seem to be very 

intelligent in this case. We returned at about 7.00 pm. 

 

Monday, September 10, 1956: 

 

Today I was scheduled to attend the court of Mr. Siddiqi, Magistrate 1st Class but he 

as was indisposed, I sat with the SDO in his Ijlas and office. 

 

In the afternoon went to see the sub-treasury along with Mr. Talukdar who is incharge 

of the sub-treasury. I have already discussed in detail the procedures followed in the 

Treasury earlier somewhere in my diary. Here I along with the STO, deciphered some 

of the messages received in code from Chittagong and other places. The code book is 

kept in lock and key and only the sub-treasury officer has access to it. Today the SDO 

withdrew some money from the currency chest. First this amount was deposited in the 

treasury chest, then it was again withdrawn from there. An advice to this effect must 

immediately be sent to the Sadar Treasury and to the State Bank whenever there are 

any withdrawals from the currency chest. The Treasurer‟s daily balance sheet is also 

signed by the STO daily after tallying the cash physically. Every day the STO is 

supposed to count the whole lot. As regards the deposits in the currency chest, the 
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amount should first be deposited in the treasury chest and from there it should be 

transferred to the currency chest. Today stamps – postage, service, revenue and 

entertainment were also taken out. Separate registers are maintained for these 

stamps. 

 

Tuesday, September 11, 1956: 

 

As today was Quaid-e-Azam‟s death anniversary, hence all the government offices 

remained closed. SDO and I went to inspect the Bhola Police Station. Out of 2 SIs, 2 

ASIs and 14 constables, 2 ASIs and 5 constables were present. One SI i.e. the OC was 

sick and the rest were out in Mufassal. This PS was inspected by the DM in February 

last, I was constrained to find that only halfhearted steps had been taken to mend the 

defects which he had pointed out e.g. the Ansars register was still in the same 

incomplete condition as it was in February last. We found the gun license register not 

properly kept. The crime map was not upto date. The crime chart showed 22 crimes to 

have been committed, while the number of crimes noted on the crime map was only 

17. The entries for August had not been made. The warrant register was in proper 

order. 9 warrants were brought forward from 1955 and 163 had been sent this year so 

far. Out of these 15, 5 had been declared absconders. The crime figures did not show 

an upward trend as compared to last year‟s figures. This is quite commendable 

because in all other police stations, which I have seen, the crime figures showed a 

tremendous increase as compared to last year‟s. There were 2 cases pending for 

investigation. The outturn of the 4 SIs and constables was quite smart. 

 

Wednesday, September 12, 1956: 

 

Went to see the Shibpur Union Board (UB) along with the CO north circle. As is the 

case everywhere, have also out of a total of about Rs. 6,000, only Rs. 1,400/ assessed 

u/s 37(B) of the UB Act i.e. for development purposes. And even that amount didn‟t 

seem to have been properly utilized in the past. Most of it was shown to have been 

spent on road repairs and who knows most of these roads exist on paper only. I 

emphasized on the PUB as well as on the members to pay more stress on this aspect 

of the functions of the Union Boards, they can easily start model poultry farms. And in 

Bhola where coconuts are in abundance, coir industry will flourish like anything if 

given some encouragement. Now this wealth is simply being washed. Piscine 

development is another thing which would be of great advantage to the inhabitants of 

this part of Pakistan. What I have gathered about eh UBs is that this organisation 

needs a thorough overhaul. These days it is nothing but a place for breeding party 

factors and mutual enmity. I told the members the need for doing something to regain 

the faith of the public. 
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This UB has been put in “B” class by the CO. There are 11 chowkidars and 1 dafadar. 

There are 7 primary schools for nine villages with a population of 18,000 which is not 

adequate. There is no poor fund. I asked the PUB to take steps to start one. 

In the evening went round the city and saw one of the betel nut go-downs. Bhola 

exports betel nuts to West Pakistan in quite a substantial quantity. I found out the 

labourers working there that they get about Rs. 2/- per day as wages. Their wages 

fluctuate with the output of work. 

 

Thursday, September 13, 1956: 

 

Started for Barisal from Bhola at 6.00 am by service launch and reached here at 11 

am. 

 

In the afternoon, Dafai Sikdar vs Hashem Talukdar u/s 379 came up for hearing. This 

is the only case in my file now, the rest of them have been disposed of. One of the 

accused persons was absent on medical grounds, hence I had to adjourn till 18th 

September for defence and arguments. I hope to finish of this case before I leave 

Barisal. 

 

Friday, September 14, 1956: 

 

Today I wrote judgment in Mujjaffar Ali Khan vs Kasim and Joynul u/s 379. The facts 

of the case according to the prosecution are that the accused persons out and took 

away the complts hugla leaves worth Rs. 100/- from his field. The accused persons 

argued that they did cut the hugla leaves but from the land of DW3 whose bargas they 

are. On taking down all available evidence, I found that in the revisional settlement 

map, the plot from which it was alleged that the hugla leaves were cut, actually 

belonged to DW 3 and not the complt. It also came to light that in fact the complt 

claims that land to be his, although it has not been shown so either in the RS map 

(Ext. B) or the record of rights (Ext. C&D). Hence I think that the accused persons are 

not guilty of the charge brought against them, therefore, I have recorded a finding of 

acquittal in the judgment. 

 

Saturday, September 15, 1956: 

 

Today there was no case on my file, hence attended the ADM‟s court and watched him 

hear a few appeal cases. 
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Monday, September 17, 1956: 

 

Delivered judgment in Mujjaffar Ali vs Kasim and Joynal u/s 379 PPC. Acquitted both 

the accused persons u/s 258(1) CPC. No other case came up for hearing today. 

 

Tuesday, September 18, 1956: 

 

There was only one case on my file today. Defence witnesses were to be adduced today 

and I was also to hear arguments in Dopai Sikdar vs Hashem Talukdar and others u/s 

379 PPC. Defence declined to adduce any DWs, hence heard both sides and fixed 

19.9.1956 for judgment. This is the only case left on my file for disposal out of the 15 

cases transferred to my court. 

 

Wednesday, September 19, 1956: 

 

Attended a meeting of the district officials called by the DM at his bungalow at 10.00 

am. The DM has recently returned after attending a high level food conference at 

Dacca which was presided over by the Prime Minister of Pakistan. The DM informed 

the officials that certain decisions have been arrived at there and for implementing 

those, the full responsibility has been laid on the DM and his subordinates. As regards 

food and the day-to-day administration, the new ministry has given assurance that no 

political interference would be tolerated by government. Food is to be given top 

priority. The Food and Relief Committees which had been thrust on the DM and the 

SDOs, were declared defunct and now only one committee was to be appointed which 

is to consist of people of known character and integrity without giving any 

consideration to party affiliations. The DM is fully responsible for the welfare of the 

people under his care and so are the SDOs in their turn. There is to be one committee 

known as Union Food and Relief Committee in each union which is to consist of 18 

members – 9 nominated by the SDO and 9 members of the UB. At the sub-divisional 

headquarters, the Food and Relief Committee is to consist of 9 officials and 9 non-

officials. In the same way at the district level, this committee is to consist of 25 

members to be nominated by the DM. The functions of these committees are to 

supervise the distribution of food grains. The union committee is to prepare the 

priority list as well and in some places, gruel kitchens are also to be opened. 

Besides, the DM also emphasized the importance of proper utilization of Relief Funds. 

An afternoon session is also to be held from 3.00 pm. But I had to deliver judgment in 

case hence I couldn‟t attend the afternoon session of the meeting. 

 

Delivered judgment in Dopai Sikdar vs Hashem Talukdar and another u/s 379 PPC 

and acquitted both the accused persons u/s 258 (1) CrPC. 
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Handed over charge today. 

 

         Shoaib Sultan 

 

Submitted to the Director, Civil Service Academy, Lahore through the District 

Magistrate Bakarganj. 

SHOAIB SULTAN, CSP 

(Probationer), Barisal 

 

A good diary.   Sd/- 25.9 

 

Memo. No. 10063/G dated 17.10.56 

 

Forwarded to Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan, C.S.P. c/o Assistant Secretary to the Govt. of 

East Pakistan, Home (GA & Apptt) Deptt., for information. 

 

        Sd/- for District Magistrate, 

          Bakargunj 

           

 

 


